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Research on the regulatory policy

making has increased signif¬

icantly over the years, particularly since the UN conference on
environment

in

Stockholm,

Sweden,

in

1972.

However,

attention has been given to the role of higher education
tory policy making.

of

great

limited

in regula¬

The reasons for its limited application in the

developing nations is not quite clear.
glamour

the

Whether because it lacks the

constitutional/regulatory

forbiddingly complex or

simply has been

the regulatory process, the study of the

issues

that gap in

policy making.
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appears

overlooked by scholars

of

impact of higher education

on the regulatory process remains largely unexplored.
directed towards filling

or

This study is

the literature on

regulatory

Using the concept of structural functionalism developed several
years

ago

by

anthropologists

Malinowski,

Radcliff-Brown,

and

Durkheim, the

dynamics of

the regulatory

dated

study.

principle of

functionalism assumes that

"form is always determined by function."

Institutions represent the

in the

social arrangements

The

of life in

institutions were eluci¬

human societies.

They

provide the

procedures by which societies organize and regulate their social and
cultural

activities

to

meet

the

necessities

of

individual and

collective existence and to persist through time.
Higher education in this study can provide
programs to extend the
know-how

to

the

benefits of higher education

regulatory

"diffusion" service

various educational

institutions.

which, once done, can

term impacts on the regulatory institutions.

It

facilities and
can

pursue

have radiating and long¬
Transfusion, infusion,

and diffusion are the various methods of service that higher
tion

can render

to the

the

regulatory institutions

educa¬

and the community

through its professors or students, departments, colleges, or by the
administrators of the institutions.

Higher educational institutions

in this study serve in "being" as well as in doing.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Research on regulatory policy-making has proliferated in recent
years.- Most of the research, however, tends to focus on constitu¬
tional issues and interpretations in which rulings are directed
toward individuals and institutions, e.g., school officials, policy,
and local government officials, who are in violation of the
statutory laws.

Limited attention has been given to the role of

higher education in various aspects of this statutory interpreta¬
tions and its regular involvement in policy making by the regulatory
institutions.

Whether because it lacks the glamour of great

constitutional issues, or appears forbiddingly complex, or simply
has been overlooked by Nigerian scholars of the regulatory process,
the study of the impact of higher education on the regulatory
process remains largely unexplored.
This study is directed toward filling that gap in the
literature on regulatory policy making as it relates to the
petroleum products in Nigeria and other countries that may be in the
same level of development.

The study is an examination of the

potential role of higher education in the regulatory process.
undertake such an examination is unusual.

1

To

This is because Nigeria s

2

most active regulatory institution of petroleum products is built
into the Petroleum Corporation that is to be regulated by the state.
This line of action entails the examination of the corporate
structure and the dynamics of the decision-making process.

The

dynamics of this process is a reflection not only of the institu¬
tional character of the corporation but also of the nation and
culture.

Specifically, the study is an attempt to provide a cogent

rationale for the role of higher education in the regulatory
process.

This concern is based on the fact that the potentials of

higher education as a potentially active variable in the regulatory
process have been underutilized not only in Nigeria, but in most
developing nations.
In order to establish a fairly reasonable relationship between
higher education and the regulatory process, it is important to
define the nature of petroleum products, their problems, and the
bearing of these on various policies.

The Problems of Petroleum Products and the Search for a Policy

Petroleum products are oily, flammable liquids usually found in
crude nature at the upper strata of the earth, either in seepages or
in reservoir formations from which they can be obtained by drilling
or through pumping mechanisms.

The crude petroleum products often

have disagreeable odors due to the presence of sulfur.

The appear¬

ance of the crude may vary from almost colorless to black, but is
•

4

usually of a dark brown or greenish hue.

The petroleum mixtures are

also known to contain heavy metals potentially toxic to humans.

3

The petroleum crudes contain a mixture of hydrocarbons of
different types with small amounts of other elements such as oxygen,
nitrogen, sulfur, as well as resinous and asphaltic components.
They also contain organometallic complexes of nickels, iron, and
vanadium.1 These metal species have a tendency to form organometal¬
lic soaps of aliphatic, aromatic, and Naphthenic acids.

Classical

organometallic complexes may exist in the form of porphyrins, soaps
of aliphatic, aromatic or Naphthenic acids.2 The most common metal
species are nickel, vanadium, iron and copper.
Recent studies have shown that these metal species are respon¬
sible for the excessive coking often found during the fluid catal¬
ytic cracking processes of crude petroleum.3 McEwen et al.4 content
that these metal species catalyze the production of carbon monoxide
and hydrogen gases.

For the purpose of this thesis, the gaseous

products such as sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide,
hydrogen gas and methane gases are classified as the by-products of
petroleum.

The role of the metal species in the production of

carbon monoxide and hydrogen gases is that they tend to deactivate
the Fluid catalytic cracking process zeolite catalyst through
poisoning.8
However, there have been several studies done on the adverse
effect of these potentially contaminant metal species that tend to
catalyze the production of these gaseous products.6-14 The signifi¬
cance of these studies lies in the attempt to seek a realistic
alternative to controlling the gaseous emissions in the refining

4

industries.

As a result of this concern in petroleum industrial

circles, several techniques have been applied.
In the petroleum refineries, there is often the preprocessing
of the oil and some form of catalyst management employed to reduce
pollution as a result of the gaseous emissions.

The preprocessing

steps might involve distillation, extraction, and hydrogenation
processes.

The catalyst management may involve the addition of

fresh catalysts which are tolerant to these contaminant metal
species.13
Other sophisticated methods of petroleum separations may
involve the cracking of crude petroleum through the fluid catalytic
cracking process which ultimately results in the separation of the
various hydrocarbons.

These separations are based on the volatility

of the hydrocarbon fractions.
Each stage of the process of petroleum operation and refining,
from the initial search for oil to the cracking of crude petroleum
to the transportation of the refined petroleum products, involves
some form of risk of pollution.

Quite aside from aesthetic harm, it

may injuriously affect human, animal, and plant life.

The carcino¬

genic, mutagenic, and teratogenic potentials of these petroleum
products notwithstanding, in exploration such as drilling, the main
dangers may involve the possible loss of drilling muds and the
possible escape of oil.16 The extraction processes may involve the
production of carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, and
other potentially harmful gases that are often associated with the
process of refining of crude petroleum.

5

The gaseous petroleum by-products are precursor products for
the formation of acid rain, which is formed by the interaction of
these gaseous petroleum by-products and water in the presence of
sunlight energy.
agriculture.

Acid rain has the potential to damage forests and

It also has the potential to leach nutrients from the

soil, kill nitrogen-fixing micro-organisms that nourish plants, and
possibly release heavy toxic metals from the soil.17
In the transportation of the petroleum products there may
occasionally be pollution of some sort, usually by human error.
Pipeline transportation of petroleum products may involve accidents
resulting from external corrosion.

Other possible sources may

include earth moving equipment and operating errors.

Natural catas¬

trophes such as landslides, earthquakes and floods have been of
minor consequences, but are still sources of pollution to the envir¬
onment.18
In the growing offshore production of petroleum, the use of
long and large submarine pipelines is a common practice.

They are

usually laid under the sea bottom in trenches to protect them from
currents and other external forces.

When the quantity of oil

products to be transported and the distances are relatively very
small, it is not feasible to use pipelines.

Transportation will be

by rail or inland waterway and each one of these paths involves some
form of risk of pollution.
In view of the obvious dangers posed by petroleum products,
their control becomes crucial for the protection of public health

6

interests.

In addition to measures taken by the petroleum industry,

the development of pertinent public policies, such as laws and
educational programs (cognitive and behavior modification programs),
could be adopted.

The objective of the programs would be to reduce

to an absolute minimum the impact of the industry on the environ¬
ment, since pollution is often associated with human behavior.

The Regulatory Process:
The Emerging Role of Education as
a Potentially Active Variable

In the 1970s and 1980s, and since the involvement of the United
Nations in the environment, the third world nations have begun to
recognize the importance of education as a most active component of
the regulatory process.

This recognition stems from, the leadership

of UNESCO's international workshop on environmental education.
Education has come to be regarded as a very significant com¬
ponent in the regulatory process.

In order to understand the role

of higher education in the regulatory process which is explored
later on in this thesis, it is important to define education.

A

dictionary definition of education is "the act or process of provid¬
ing with knowledge, skill or competence, or usually of desirable
qualities of behavior or character or of being so provided by a
formal course of study, instruction, or training"

(Webster1s

Dictionary).
Jules Henry19 described education as fundamentally a communica¬
tion process involving the acquisition, interpretation, and

7

integration of information.

However, Henry uses the concept of

information in the broadest sense, such that a structural component,
as the organization of a classroom, would be considered a crucial
and vital medium by means of which essential information is conveyed
to students.

The role of education in the regulatory process lies

in the provision of a forum for pertinent information exchanges and
resolutions whereby a publicly available decision document is the
key feature of each stage of the regulatory process.

And a regula¬

tory process is any activity which could lead to the creation,
revision, or elimination of rules directed towards controlling
economic behavior of private enterprises for the purpose of
protecting and/or enhancing environmental quality.

These regula¬

tory processes may entail regulatory initiatives such as may include
codes of practice, guidelines and regulations.

Conventional wisdom

suggests that a regulatory initiative is taken when a Problem
Assessment has been completed which would recommend the investiga¬
tion and design of possible regulatory options for interventions to
resolve the problem of public concern.
The role of education can be enormous.

Floud and Halsey

attribute the increasing importance of education to the technologic¬
al complexity and diversification of the modern industrial society:
... as the economies of the advanced countries are
increasingly dominated by scientific and technological
innovation, education and economy become more closely
geared, until the education system occupies a strategic
place as a central determinant of the economic, polit¬
ical, social, and cultural relations of a society.20
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Education plays a critical role within the industrial society in the
transmission of needed skills and information and in the preparation
of individuals not only to fill specialized positions within the
industrial society but also to play active roles in public policies.
Thus, higher educational institutions are important for the part
they may play in maintaining the continuity of the social order.
Educational reformers have long held that educational institu¬
tions are important for the benefits they provide for individual
development and progress.

As society's "great equalizer," higher

education institutions can be viewed as primary agents for social
mobility to realign positions according to individual capacities
which transcend disadvantages of birth.21-23 Hence, the potentials
of higher education can be tapped into the regulatory process.
Furthermore, in view of the increasing significance of higher
education as a most potent and active element of the regulatory
process, the World Health Organization (WHO) has also taken a
leading role in chemical control programs.

WHO has collectively

stressed the need for governments to coordinate programs that would
harmonize legislative and educational programs as an effective
package for hazardous chemical control.

The rationale for such a

public policy approach lies in the attempt to reduce health risks
from chemical products contamination.
The World Health Organization noted the importance of eco¬
logical awareness programs based on proper education and training

9

of people, particularly in the modern era of social regulations.
WHO sees education-based ecological awareness programs as a signifi¬
cant requirement for compliance with environmental legislation.2*
In other words, government creation of the regulations is not just
enough, it must be followed by educational programs to assist people
in understanding and appreciating these regulations.

In one of the

UN studies, it noted thus:
There's an inherent interrelationship between legal
environmental protection norms and the fostering of the
habit of loving concern for nature, of acquiring the
necessary knowledge of nature and skills of scientific
and deliberate regulation of one's patterns and
behaviors.23

It is expected, therefore, that people who understand educational
values and implications will develop in the process the spirit of
loving concern for nature and its preservation, and will thus align
themselves freely with the fundamental principles consistent with
the rationale for the institutionalization of environmental legis¬
lations.

The UN in this effort encouraged nations to combine the

best efforts of experts from research and higher education in the
achievement of this objective.
In September of 1981, a WHO team on regulatory schemes for
potentially toxic chemicals in consumer products met in Varna,
Bulgaria.

The objective of the conference was essentially to

formulate guidelines and legislative requirements on chemical
products control and to make recommendations to member nations that
would encourage the development of model framelaws for chemical
control.26 Framelaw is formed from two words, frame and law.

Frame
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means something composed of parts fitted together and united.

And

law means a rule or mode of conduct or action that is prescribed or
formally recognized as binding by a supreme controlling authority.
Framelaw, therefore, is the fitting together or the parts of a mode
of conduct by a supreme controlling authority.
The model framela-ws or regulatory control mechanisms are
basically skeletal in nature, designed to couch the relevant
definitions of regulatory laws, the main rules of administrative
system and the rules for the delegation of responsibility for the
issue and implementation of orders.

Of utmost significance in the

development of the chemical control framelaws is the basic thesis
that the suspicion of risks constitutes sufficient grounds for
regulatory intervention.

Thus, the framelaws facilitate, among

others, the enforcement of chemical control laws where technology is
changing, where new products are introduced into the market, where
new materials are invented and where the method of distribution of
the chemical products changes.

In such a way framelaw systems can

satisfy the requirements both for stability in the law and for
flexibility to keep abreast of changes in technology and scientific
developments.

And equally important could be the incorporation of

new educational programs based on the latest higher education
research.
Consistent with the philosophy and principles of the role of
education in the regulatory process as described in the documents of
the UN, educational programs have proliferated in the literature on

11

the state-of-the-art public involvement programs to assist effective
citizen participation in the regulatory process.27-33

-phe potential

values of education are extracted to form the basis for planting the
seeds of an effective regulatory process.

The potential of educa¬

tion can be found in the ability of education to make predictable
transformations in terms of controlling social behaviors and
actions, in terms of improving the mechanisms of complex decision¬
making processes, and in terms of providing a moral framework for an
effective leadership.

The basic thesis of education in the regula¬

tory process suggests a beneficial role of education as requisite
for the sustenance of social order and practices conducive to the
maintenance of an effective regulatory process.

A Conceptual Theoretical Framework

From the field of social anthropology a number of useful
concepts have been borrowed, the careful application of which may
help illuminate the problems confronting educators.

The conceptual

framework which led to the decision to pursue this research is known
as structural functionalism34, the principles of which have been
extensively analyzed and refined by social scientists such as
Bronislaw Malinowski, Radcliff-Brown, and Emile Durkheim.

Very

simply stated, the adherents of structural functionalism perceive
each culture as an organismic model composed of groups and institu¬
tions which function interdependently in mutually supportive fashion
to maintain the cultural integrity and cohesion of individual
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societies.

Paul Bohannan characterizes functional theory in two

axioms:
• . . culture fulfills the physical needs of human beings
for expression and for survival, and the symbolic and
material needs of societies for persistence. . . .
culture is an organised whole, the parts of which adjust
in a regular manner to perturbations in any other part.33

In such a model, "when changes take place in one institution, a
series of compensatory changes take place in other institutions
tangent to it .

.

."36

This situation makes societal institutions

and other organized types of human activity highly sensitive to
changes and movements in contiguous organized groupings.
Institutions represent the social arrangements of life in human
societies.

They provide "the procedures by which societies organise

and regulate their social and cultural activities to meet the
necessities of individual and collective existence and to persist
through time."37 In order to understand how particular groupings
work, it is important that one distinguish between the charter of a
group, its functions, and its norms.
publicly avowed.

Norms are the rules which are

The charter is "the idea of the institution as

entertained by its members and defined by the community.

The

function is the role of the institution within the total scheme of
the existing culture."38
In most cultures, the functions of institutions are generally
* •

not to be found in the public consciousness.

Only through an in-

depth analysis of the patterns of human interaction within these
groups can one discover the functional dynamics of a particular
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institution.

If one merely references the charter and/or the norms,

which are publicly and realistically publicized, one will never be
able to comprehend the dynamics involved in the functional patterns
of an organized activity.
Furthermore, functionalism assumes that "form is always
determined by function." Therefore, if one begins innovating and
altering the forms and patterns of human interaction, which
basically is the traditional role of education, there is the
probability that the institutional functions may also be changed.
Since tangential institutions may also be affected, a condition of
tension, disequilibrium, and conflict frequently results, especially
if alterations are substantial, threaten established beliefs and
values, disrupt traditional patterns of human communication, and
occur in a formative institution such as public schools, regulatory
institutions, etc.
change.

Such a process of change may entail culture

Cultural change involves the process by which the existing

order of a society, such as its social, spiritual and material
civilization is altered from one type to another.

This type of

change could be through an independent evolution or it could consti¬
tute the basic process of diffusion of ideas and values.

As

Malinowski explained it:
Cultural change covers the more or less rapid processes
of modifications in the political constitution of a
society; in its domestic institutions and in its mode of
territorial settlements; in its beliefs and system of
knowledge; in its education and the law, as well as in
its material tools and their use; and in the consumption
of goods on which the economy is based.39
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If functionalism has any merit as a theoretical model by which
to examine the dynamics of institutional character and operations in
any society, then it might be most prudent for educators to begin
using this concept in approaching the problems of ascertaining
exactly what public regulatory institutions are all about; i.e.,
what are its functions?

As one writer has perceptively observed:

Before anyone decides what education ought to be, it
might be a good idea to find out what it is.40

If we knew what the institutional functions of our higher education¬
al system were, then a more objective appraisal of educational
prescriptions could be formulated.

Good prescriptions of education¬

al programs through higher education could influence good regulatory
policies.
Educators have traditionally demonstrated little interest in
the concepts of structural functionalism until lately.

This is

probably attributable to an apparent conservative, status quo bias
which appears implicit in functionalism since the existing social
arrangements, especially if a state of integration and equilibrium
exists, are generally considered acceptable if not desirable.

Paul

Bohannan notes that functionalism "has been quite correctly criti¬
cized as being static in character."41
However, the use of functional theories to support analogies
has grown increasingly in the literature.

The reason for their

common usage stems from the fact that the concept of structure
functionalism has a synergistic property which gives it the unique
ability to offer clarity to complex systems.

As an analytical tool

15

of

inductive

research,

valid and well
study.

structural

functionalism should provide a

established theoretical background for this research

Using the concept of functionalism, the Nigerian legislative

process

and its historical background

are described and elucidated

below.

The Nigerian Legislative Process:

The colonization

of Nigeria

city if Lagos in 1861.
was established.

A Historical Background

by Great

Britain began

with the

In June of that year, a Legislative Council

The Legislative Council was exclusively a policy¬

making body that was established to help in
tion of the colony.

The

the task of administra¬

Legislative Council grew gradually as

the

British expanded their territory from the coast to the hinterland.
The Legislative Council consisted of the Governor of the colony
who was appointed

by the Queen of England,

appointed ex officio
Britain,

members from the

government service of

Great

two British unofficial members from outside the government

service

of Great Britain, and two

Council

by the

President of
"With

seven British officials

Governor.42

the Council.

the advice

The

African members nominated to the
Governor served

All laws

and consent

passed were

of the

Governor of the colony, Lugard, had

as the automatic
designated thus:

Legislative Council."43

The

this to say as to the rationale

behind the formation of the Legislative Council:
The council served merely to enable the Governor to give
a summary of matters of interest during the year, to
review and forecast the position of trade and finance,
and to emphasize and explain any questions of policy and
legislation of importance.44
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On January 1, 1914, Nigeria officially became a political unit
within the introduction of a political constitution drafted in
London at the advice of Her Majesty’s office.

The constitution

provided grounds for the modification of the Legislative Council.
Some African traditional rulers were included in the Legislative
Council to help facilitate the administration of the colony.

The

constitution also made provisions for the establishment of the
supreme court, the provincial courts and the native courts.

The

judiciary was patterned along the lines of British law.
The establishment of the courts was important in the
interpretation and implementation of the laws as written and
sanctioned by the Legislative Council.

Prior to the establishment

of the British federal court system in Nigeria, local laws were
enacted and enforced by the local chiefs and the council of elders.
These measures, however, were in the form of moral codes established
through the traditional consultative principle that is deeply rooted
in the African tradition.
In 1922, a new Governor, Sir Hugh Clifford, replaced Lord
Lugard at the official recommendation of Her Majesty's office in
London.

Clifford came with a new constitution that mandated the

reorganization of the Legislative Council and with a package of
other significant reforms.

The Legislative Council was broadened to

a total membership of forty-six.

This number consisted of twenty-

three ex officio and four nominated officials, with fifteen
unofficial seats reserved for the discretionary use of the British
Governor.

With this power provision, the Governor could appoint
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whoever he saw fit to be on the Legislative Council.

Four seats

were reserved exclusively for the indigenous Africans through the
elective principle, the first of its kind in its constitutional
history.
The Legislative Council under Clifford legislated for the
Colony of Lagos and the Southern provinces, while the Governor
continued to legislate for the Northern provinces by means of
proclamations which in practice often meant the application to the
North of laws enacted by the Council.

The Legislative Council may

be regarded as a limited diarchy, in that it connotes government by
two almost independent authorities.

There was, on the one hand, the

British Government and there was, on the other, the local government
under the Governor who was the executive head and Commander in
Chief, the representative of the British Monarch, and President of
both the Executive and the Legislative Councils.43
The most significant feature of the Legislative Council was the
principle of official majority.

The official members remained in

the majority from 1922, when there were twenty-seven officials to
nineteen unofficials, till 1946, when there were thirty-six Britons
to ten Nigerians.46

The unofficials, because of the nature of the

council system, were usually unable to oppose measures introduced
into legislative meetings even though they may have debated these
measures at Executive Council meetings.

The unofficial members

could not oppose the Governor in the Legislative Council without
special permission given to them to do so by the Governor.
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The Council was empowered by the constitution to legislate for
the "peace, order, and good government" of the country.

All the

enacted bills were styled Ordinances, and the enacting phrase was
"Enacted by the Governor of Nigeria, with the advice and consent of
the Legislative Council thereof."

The leadership configuration

consisted of the Executive Council, the Legislative Council, and the
Chief departmental heads of the Civil Service who more or less
served as the barometer that reflected public opinion.
As Africans with western education began to come home in the
early 1920s and 1930s, it set the stage for a new level of event in
its political history.

The 1920s and 1930s marked the growth of

nationalistic sentiments in Nigeria.

The rise in political

consciousness had a dramatic impact on constitutional questions.
The early African bourgeoisie began to criticize the British
formation of the Legislative Council.
This native class expressed discontent on the principle of
official majority, the exclusion of Africans from membership on the
Executive Council, the system of nominated members, the restriction
of the legislative authority of the Council to the colony and the
Southern provinces, and the practice of indirect rule in local
governments.

The Africans thus demanded constitutional reforms that

would begin the process of complete Africanization of the Legisla¬
tive Council.

The few Africans who served on the Legislative

Council were regarded by the articulate African elite as "stooges"
who only helped to promote British imperialism.

However, it is
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worth mention that the few Africans who served on the Legislative
Council, both nominated and elected, at least learnt about the rudi¬
ments of parliamentary debate and the art of modern government.«7
The African elites viewed the exclusion of African membership
on the Executive Council with suspicion and branded it as a British
calculation to exclude the Africans from the heart of public policy
making. „ The growth of nationalistic and anti-British sentiments
gave concern to Her Majesty’s office in Britain.

It sowed the seed

for the process of complete Africanization of the Legislative
Council.
As a first reactive step towards the demands for the total
Africanization of the Legislative Council, the British backed up
with concessions by introducing a new constitution known as the
Richards constitution.

The constitution reconstituted the

Legislative Council which legislated for the whole country rather
than for Lagos and the Southern provinces.

The constitution also

provided for the creation of regional councils consisting of a House
of Assembly in each of the Northern, Eastern, and Western provinces,
and also a House of the Chiefs.
Furthermore, the constitution redefined the functional role of
the Legislative Council and broadened the base for popular
participation in the nation's political process.

The reconstituted

Legislative Council created was linked to the native authority for
the first time through the system of electoral colleges by which
representatives were elected by the people.
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The Richards constitution marked a real advance in the direc¬
tion of representative government and also temporarily quelled the
anxieties of the nationalists.

Thus, the power of leadership

gradually began to shift into the hands of the indigenous Africans.
However, some of the disgruntled African elites who felt
excluded from the power of leadership insisted that the legislative
reforms did not go far enough.

To this group of elites, the

principle of complete Africanization of the Legislative Council was
non-negotiable.
trouble.

Thus, the Richards constitution went further into

The African elite had branded the new constitution as

"tasteless, unAfrican, and with the strings of British imperialism
attached to its basic principles."
In 1951, the Richards constitution was hurriedly replaced to
address the demands of the African people.

Under the new constitu¬

tion, a House of Representatives was formed to replace the most
awfully criticized Legislative Council.

The House of Representa¬

tives consisted of 136 elected members with regional representation.
The British governor, however, continued to preside as the president
of the legislature, and he had the power to make laws "with the
advice and consent of the House of Representatives."

The

constitution also made provisions for the establishment of the
regional legislature.
The regional legislature had limited powers to legislate on a
prescribed range of issues.

It was patterned to mirror the federal

legislative form which had powers to legislate on virtually all
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matters of crucial significance (including those areas that the
regional legislature had limited powers).
The new constitution in effect provided for increased regional
autonomy, with the British retaining veto powers,

it gave a mandate

for the total disengagement of British administration of Nigeria in
1960.

Preliminary works for the details of disengagement were done

in the years before independence.

One of those major conferences

was the constitutional conference of 1957 held in Lancaster House,
London, in May and June of 1957.
In 1960, the Nigerian Parliament took full shape.

The activi¬

ties of the Parliament were styled along the lines of the British,
where new bills were debated by the elected law makers of the land
and signed by the elected Prime Minister.

The Parliament consisted

essentially of a bicameral legislature. *
The federation had its upper House - the Senate.

The lower

bodies were the House of Representatives at the centre and House of
Assembly in the geographically divided regions.

The House of

Representatives had 312 members and the senate had 56.48

The

Northern, Eastern, and Western Houses of Assembly had 184, 146, and
94 members, respectively.
Chiefs.

Of importance also was the House of

The Chiefs were given this position in view of their role

in the fight for independence.

The Northern Houses of Chiefs

consisted of 95 chiefs in addition to all first-class chiefs and
adviser on Muslim laws.

The Eastern and Western Houses of Chiefs

consisted of 80 and 102 members, respectively.
significant roles in regional legislations.

The Chiefs played
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In 1963, the Republican constitution came into force.

The

constitution, in principle, abolished the 1960 independence law.

it

marked, in essence, the complete Africanization of the Executive and
Legislative branches of government.

The constitution also

recognized Lagos as the capital territory of the government.
The constitution of 1963 provided the federal government with
the exclusive power to legislate on mines and minerals, oil mining,
natural gas, and a host of other areas of public policy.49

The

region's laws continued to be administered by the various Houses of
Assembly, the Houses of Chiefs, and with the final consent of the
Prime Minister.

The arrangement was designed to give strong

autonomous regions based on the federal structure that entailed
divisions of powers and competence.
In 1966, the parliamentary system of government was disrupted
in a military coup d'etat.

The bicameral legislature was dissolved

in the process and thus the process of law making changed.

The

armed forces became the nation's highest policy-making body that
legislates by issuing decrees.
The military government introduced rule by decrees.

These

measures are considered to be the supreme law of the land that have
the force of law.

Decrees in the context of the military were used

as a language that strictly conveyed "command and control" with an
undertone of coercion.
The process of law-making with the military is a relatively
easy exercise.

It does not entail heated debates as is character

istic of the House of Representatives and the House of Senate, nor
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does it involve the publication of bills.

A decree is in force when

members of the ruling military council determine the nature of the
problem and unanimously agree to the introduction of the decree.
The decree takes effect when it is signed by the head of the
military government.

No court has the authority to inquire into the

validity of the decree or of any subsidiary laws.30

This is the

present.governmental system of legislation in Nigeria.

The Regulatory Process:

A Statement of Problem

The regulatory process, as defined earlier in the chapter,
involves a series of regulatory initiatives that embody
consultations of some sort as an important element in each
initiative.

The regulatory initiative is any activity that could

lead to the creation, revision, or elimination of rules directed
toward private enterprise for the purpose of protecting and
enhancing quality environment.

These initiatives could be codes of

practice, regulations and guidelines and sometimes with a publicly
available document as a key feature of the regulatory process.
The present regulations on petroleum products in Nigeria are
inadequate and uncomprehensive in approach.

There has been a

limited role of higher education in the Nigerian regulatory process,
probably as a result of the underestimation of its impact by the
Nigerian policy planners, or it could be based on apathy.

In

supporting the role of higher education in the regulatory process,
the comments of educators like Glen Smith couldn't have been more
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appropriate.

Glen Smith and Charles Kniker observed long ago that,

while there are many social institutions and mechanisms which help
guarantee social order, the "single most effective tool of the
twentieth century for keeping the social order intact is the
education system."31
In Nigeria, as well as in most third world nations, the regula¬
tory process, particularly as it relates to petroleum producing
nations, has been without a publicly available document as a key
feature of the regulatory process.

The reason, as Zolberg argues,

is the fact that most developing nations have politically unstable
governments.32 Zolberg contends that in the process of shifting from
power to force, which essentially characterizes the influence of the
military in the third world, the military regimes tend to deal very
harshly with popular demands for specific changes in the government.
Zolberg also contends that most of the nations, on attaining
independence, have only superficial features of the political
systems and therefore lack the operative prerequisites needed to
influence good legislations that would reflect the peoples' will.
This thesis posits for a "Higher Education - Hydrocarbon"
legislation that would mandate an active role of higher education in
the regulatory process in Nigeria.

This legislation would make it

possible for the regulatory process to tap the potentials of higher
education and thus help strengthen the base and effectiveness of the
regulatory process.

It also contains a mobilization program of

people into active participation in the Nigerian regulatory process.
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Rationale and Purpose

Petroleum products are basically hydrocarbons that may be
potentially toxic to humans.

Their regulation becomes important in

the attempt to protect public health interests.
cannot solve the problem of chemical control.

Regulation alone
Education has the

potential to alter behavior in terms of incorporating into the
corporate professional performance educational values.

In this

direction, higher education has an enormous role to play.
This thesis, therefore, addresses three fundamental issues of
concern: A) Public education about the nature of petroleum products
in terms of its potential risk to public health; B) The creation of
a public forum in the regulatory process as a key feature of the
petroleum products regulation; and C) The diffusion of educational
values into the corporate professional performance, through educa¬
tional programs that may be in the form of workshops, seminars and
in-service training programs.
Limited attention has been given to the role of higher educa¬
tion in the regulatory process.

This study is directed toward

filling that gap in the literature on public policy making.

It is

an examination of the potential role of higher education and how it
could influence the corporate professional performance and thus the
regulatory process.
The purpose of the study is to describe the regulatory process¬
es in Nigeria and Canada to help determine how the Nigerian regula¬
tory process can be improved.

Recommendations will be made for
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Nigerian planners and policymakers to consider in their policy plans
on petroleum products control.

Methodology

The study is mostly descriptive, using the concept of structur¬
al functionalism to elucidate the Institutional dynamics of the
process of legislation in Canada and Nigeria.

Similarly, the same

concept is also used on the description of the structure of higher
education in Nigeria.

The study is also comparative.

Materials and information for this study were essentially
government documents and literature reviews on higher education.
Information was sought from the Nigerian federal department of
information, the federal Ministry of Education, Lagos, Nigeria, the
Nigerian Embassy in the U.S.A., and the American Petroleum
Institute.
The study also relied on interviews with some of the key actors
in the regulatory processes in Canada and Nigeria.

Feedback to

augment the information of the thesis was based on correspondences
and the pertinent documents delivered in the process.

Significance of the Study

The study represents a combination of higher education and the
administrative behavior of the regulatory process.

It is a very

important study in view of the limited role of higher education in
regulation in Nigeria and in most third world nations.

The study
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advocates a larger role for higher education in the regulatory
process.
The study takes a perspective by looking into the regulatory
patterns and the legislations in Nigeria and Canada.

It also takes

a perspective on the structure and function of the administrative
process of higher education in Nigeria.

By so doing, the impact of

higher education in the regulatory process is discussed at large.
The study, therefore, has a considerable theoretical and policy
significance.

Organization of the Study

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters which
contain the following: 1) Introduction; 2) A review of the litera¬
ture; 3) Corporate structure, decision making, and the policy
process; 4) The regulatory process and petroleum products legisla¬
tions in Nigeria and Canada; 5) The structure and function of higher
education in Nigeria; 6) The Nigerian regulatory process:

the

mediating role of higher education; and 7) Summary, conclusions, and
recommendations.
Chapter I provides a background to the thesis, a conceptual
theoretical framework and, among others, the rationale for the
study.

Chapter I also provides a historical background of the

Nigerian legislative process.
Chapter II provides the literature review.

Chapter II also

provides various variables that have been introduced into the
regulatory process with pertinent literature citings.

There is also
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a justification for the use of education in the regulatory process,
particularly more so on higher education.
Chapter III presents a description of the petroleum corporate
structure in Nigeria.

It gives a historical account and the

pertinent legislations that led to the formation of the petroleum
corporation.

It also describes the institutional character of the

corporation in terms of policy making.
Chapter IV gives the description of the regulatory processes in
Nigeria and Canada.

It also describes the pertinent petroleum

legislations and how the policies have evolved over the years.
Chapter V describes a historical background of educational
policies in Nigeria, and the structure and function of the admin¬
istrative process of higher education in Nigeria.
Chapter VI describes a reorganization of the regulatory process
and a role analysis of higher education.

Higher education

facilities and know-how play important roles in the reshaping of the
regulatory process.
Chapter VII is essentially the summary and conclusions.
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CHAPTER

EDUCATION AND THE REGULATORY PROCESS:

The Administrative Process:

II

A REVIEW OF LITERATURE

An Introduction

The literature review begins with the organization of the
administrative process, specifically the process of decision making.
It also traces the development of the classical model of the admin¬
istrative process in the 1830s and how it took the present shape of
administrative regulatory process in terms of being tailored to the
needs and circumstantial emergence of environmentalism in the late
1960s.
In addition to the growth and modification of the administra¬
tive process, the literature characterizes the various administra¬
tive behaviors often associated with regulation:

interest group

models, the organization models, the surrogate and the capture
model.

The 1970s marked a turning point in environmentalism whereby

the concept of education was reconsidered as a viable element of
social order and change.

The literature concludes its review by
• «

recognizing higher education as the most vital variable with
enormous potential for the regulatory process.
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A dictionary1 definition of the administrative process is the
management of public affairs as distinguished by the executive or
political function of policy making through established principles,
practices and rationalized techniques employed in the achievement of
desired policy objectives.

Gorton et al. defined the administrative

process as the methods which an administrator utilizes to achieve
specific goals.2

Okoh classifies the various categories of the

administrative process into planning, organizing, coordinating,
delegating, initiating, communicating, and in the making of
decisions.3

Longenecker described decision making as the most vital

part of the administrative process.4

Longenecker contends that

decision making involves a conscious choice of a particular course
of action in the solution of organizational problems.5

In

Longenecker's view, the administrator is an organizer, a motivator,
a controller, and a decision maker.6

Sisk views decision making as

involving the exercise of judgment which he characterized as
essentially leadership.7
Sisk characterized decision making as essentially an
intellectual process that culminates in making a decision of problem
solving.8

He contends that decision making is an activity

undertaken by an individual to resolve tensions created by a
situation that thwarts the normal course of activity of an
individual.9

In a study conducted by Hughes and Uben10 in 1978, he

delineated the following six barriers to good decision making:
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i. Improper or inappropriate ordering of decisions
ii. Jumping to conclusions
iii. Two-sided thinking
iv. the one solution only blackout
v. making unnecessary changes
vi. failure to adequately communicate.
Engstrom11 and Mackenzie, in a study carried out in 1969, out¬
lined a systematic approach to decision making which involves seven
basic concepts involving a number of procedures thus:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

setting objectives as which to choose.
classifying objectives as to their importance.
developing alternatives from which to choose.
evaluating alternatives against objective to make
a choice.
choosing the best alternative as a tentative decision.
assessing adverse consequences from the choice.
controlling effects of the final decision.

Hanson12 confirmed that decision-making processes involve the
following strategies:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

recognizing and defining the limit of the problem in
the light of system goals.
analyzing and evaluating the problem.
establishing criteria and standards by which a solu¬
tion will be evaluated or judged as acceptable to
the need.
defining the alternatives.
collecting data on each alternative.
applying evaluative criteria to each alternative.
selecting preferred alternatives.
implementing choice, and evaluating outcomes.

A characteristic form of decision making in the administrative
regulatory process is participatory decision making.

Okoh13 defined

participatory decision making as a process whereby a superior and
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subordinate members of an organization work together as equals in
decision making activities for the organization,

in a detailed

study on the importance of participatory decision making.

Berkley14

concluded that, in a sense, participation in decision making is
merely delegation write large.

Okoh16 contends that delegation and

participation are integrally interwoven strands of the same mosaic.
Berkley16 contends that participants in a participatory decision¬
making process are essentially asked to contribute their ideas to
the overall organization policy.

Maier17 contends that shared

decision making generally produces higher quality decisions and more
acceptable decisions than individual decision making.

Participatory

decision making in Berkley's18 view enhances organizational
effectiveness because people who feel the support of a group are
more willing to take risks in pursuit of creative solutions and also
because the possibility of finding the best solutions is greater in
a group than with an individual.

Furthermore, Maier19 contends that

decision making procedures that allow more people to risk sharing
their good ideas can yield decisions that are generally more
rewarding to the group.
Several traditional organizational theorists have challenged
the traditionalists' notion that participation deters rather than
enhances organization effectiveness.

Lewin and Coch20 et al.

indicated that participation in decision making satisfies social
needs.

Maslow, Shein and MacGregor21 described participative

decision making as a process that satisfies growth needs.

In a
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research study carried out in industrial organizations by Shmuck,
Runkel, Arends, and Arends in 1977, Shmuck et al. found that the
satisfaction of the organization members increases when the
decisions are influenced by a pluralistic decision making.22
Shmuck et al. declared that group consensus is for us a process
in which:
, All members can paraphrase the issue under
consideration to show that they understand it; (2) all
members have a chance to voice their opinions on the
issue; and (3) those who continue to doubt or disagree
with the decisions are nevertheless willing to give it a
trial for a prescribed period of time without sabotaging
it.
Consensus is therefore different from a unanimous
vote.
It does not mean that everyone agrees or even that
a decision represents everyone's first choice; it means
that enough people are in favor of it for it to be
carried out and that those who remain doubtful
nonetheless understand it and will not obstruct its
implementations.23

Shmuck et al.

further observed that:

Because consensus requires fairly advanced skill in twoway communications, in coping with conflict, and in the
use of paraphrasing and surveying, it is more difficult
to relieve than majority vote, although its emotional
benefits in many ways outweigh the cost. Majority votes
hide pain.
A member who may be hurting silently votes
one way or another without having to reveal his dismay,
with the result that the group is unaware of his pain and
is surprised by subsequent footdragging and sabotage.
But pain is far more likely to find expression and to be
dealt with during consensual process. Majority rule
sacrifices pain to efficiency, while consensus takes pain
into account but at the expense of considerable time and
discomfort.24

Shmuck23 et al. concluded that where there are pronounced status
differences among staff members, a minority decision is often
employed in the hope of short-circuiting conflict and saving time.
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For avoiding conflicts that arise from differences of opinion, the
majority vote holds greater attraction for many decision makers.
Shmuck et al. added that consensus is designed neither to avoid
conflict nor to overcome group resistance in the short run, and is
perhaps for that reason often discounted as impracticable or
unfeasible.

Berkley26, however, observed that the participatory

decision-making process does have some disadvantages.

He maintains

that participatory decision making delays decisions, and sometimes
extensively in the taking of actions.27
In most developing nations like Nigeria, the administrative
process is characterized by an authoritarian pattern of leadership.
Dunn28 et al. contend that autocratic leaders are those who make
nearly all decisions themselves.

The autocratic leader plans work

for his subordinates and tells them precisely what to do.

Dunn29 et

al. suggested that autocratic leadership be classified as negative
in that it normally assumes that employees must be driven instead of
being led.

As Popenoe30 observed, in an authoritarian pattern of

leadership broad control is exerted over the organization members.
Popenoe contends that the autocratic leadership often tells his
members how to dress, what friends or associates to select and even
what pleasure to seek.

Popenoe31 remarked that organizations with

many involuntary members, such as the army, are typically authori¬
tarian.

Okoh32 contends that in an authoritarian system, the

hierarchical structure or position is usually ranked from top to
bottom and decision making and policy making lie chiefly in the
hands of the officials near the top of the hierarchy.
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Dunn et al.33 contend that the first step in decision making is
to identify the real problem and define it.

They contend that

arriving at the right definition of the problem is both the most
important and the most difficult work in decision making.

Dunn et

al.a« hold that defining a problem is half the effort of solving the
problem itself.

Wood, Nicholson, and Findley defined "problem" as a

state of affairs that is perceived with dissatisfaction.

They

therefore suggested that if a person views his environment with
dissatisfaction, he has a problem.33
Hanson offered the following propositions concerning problem
solving:

(1) The problem-solving process occurs in the form of a

cycle of events in which a solution is pursued to re-establish an
acceptable equilibrium in the environment;

(2) when tensions emerge

in the external or internal environment of the organization,
problem-solving processes will be initiated to eliminate the
tension.36
An important element of the decision-making process is the
creation and the choice of alternatives.

Sisk37 contends that

alternative solutions are developed as a result of weighing the
concepts derived from the analysis of informations.

In addition,

Sisk38 contends that the concepts are weighed and interpreted in the
light of past experience.

Dunn39 et al. specify that after the

identification of the alternative solutions to the problem, the next
step is to select the best solution.

In Sisk's40 view, the selec¬

tion of a decision is the process of making a choice between two or
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more alternative courses of action.

Sisk remarked that the number

and quality of choices available are dependent upon the degree of
productiveness and originality employed in problem definition,
information analysis, and developing alternative solutions.41
Policy analysis or the evaluation of the outcome of the policy
decisions is an important component of the administrative process.
The literature has political evaluations and systematic evaluations
as the most common types of policy evaluations.42

The systematic

evaluations seek to objectively measure the societal impact of the
policies and the extent to which stated objectives are met.

The

systematic evaluation focuses on the effects a policy has on the
problem to which it is directed.

Thus it gives all concerned with

the policy process some feeling for the impact of the policy.

The

political evaluations are usually impressionistic in nature with the
judgments quite fragmentary in approach based on political ideology.
It has a tendency to be biased.43
Hanson44 contends that the purpose of evaluation the outcomes
of a policy decision is to determine whether or not the decision has
solved the problem and has produced the desired results.

Hanson45

further contends that it must be recognized that the current
decision is but one of a series and that, when it is translated into
action, additional problems may arise that will demand solutions and
subsequent decisions.

Koontz46 and O'Donnell contend that once the

decision is implemented, the administrator cannot simply assume that
the outcomes will support the original objective.

Koontz et al.,
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however, recommended that a system of follow-up and control methods
be established as a reference standard to measure the success of the
policy decision.

The system of control given by Koontz et al. is

(1) establishing standards;

(2) measuring performance against the

standards; and (3) correcting deviations from the standard.47
Harrison48 sees standards as criteria against which the results
of the implemented decision can be measured.

Harrison49 contends

that the standards should be measurable, flexible rather than rigid,
and should reflect the results expected with the attainment of the
original objective.

According to Harrison,90 the evaluative aspect

of control is accomplished by making observations of the results
ensuing from the implemented decision.

Such observations, as noted

by Harrison,01 may be made manually by human viewers or mechanically
by automated scanning devices.

Harrison, however, contends that an

overreaction by administration to deviations from the standards can
be both costly and dysfunctional to the administrative process.92
The administrative process is essentially a process that
entails the process from choosing from among alternatives through
participatory decision making.
law.

It is an extension of administrative

Robert Lorch defined the extension of administrative law as

the law governing the legal authority of administrators to do
anything that affects private rights and obligations.93
The heart of the administrative process is rationality at
policy decision making.

Robert Mowitz defined policy making as the

process of deciding what the goals of government should be and what
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specific behavioral and environmental states should be maintained or
achieved in order to satisfy those policy goals.04
The classical model" of administrative law began to develop in
Europe in the 1860s and came to dominate the discipline for nearly a
century.

Several principles provided the basis for what became a

reasonably coherent theory of the administrative process.
Rationality lies at the heart of the classical model of the
administrative process.

In classifying the classical model of the

administrative process, Richard Stewart detailed thus:
First, statutes should define clear goals.
Given this,
agency decision-making procedures should be structured in
such a way as to promote the "accurate, impartial, and
rational application of legislative directives to given
cases or classes of cases." Finally, the adminis¬
trative process should also be designed to facilitate
judicial review, since courts bore ultimate responsi¬
bility for ensuring the procedural and substantive
correctness of agency decision making.36

West37 contends that the classical model of the administrative
process formed the basis of the present administrative process.

By

the mid-1930s, some political scientists came to realize that, for a
number of reasons, statutes often left controversial issues
unresolved which, in effect, transformed administration to become a
"continuation of the legislative process."

It was not until the

1940s that the view of administration as an instrumental process
began to be reflected in legal thinking.38

•.
Important developments in the administrative process obviously
took place by the desire of governments to ensure responsiveness to
affected interests.

Richard Stewart39 argues succinctly that the
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expansion and extensive mediation of the courts in what became known
as the administrative regulatory process since the early 1960s
reflected on abandonment of the classical model of the administra¬
tive law in favor of the notion that the administrative decision¬
making process should involve the balancing of interests.

David

Vogel60 contends that the efforts in the 1960s to expand participa¬
tory roles in the administrative process could be viewed as an
attempt to institutionalize "interest group pluralism" at the
administrative level.

The extensive mediation of the judicial

process in the regulatory process has been very significant.
Robinson and Gellhorn in defining the functions of the judicial
process characterize the judicial review of the regulatory process
thus:
... is a procedure for public accountability of the
administrative process and in the process legitimates the
application of administrative sanctions. . . . (it) tests
whether the regulatory process has exceeded its constitu¬
tional or statutory authority, has conducted a fair hear¬
ing, and has not acted capriciously and unreasonably.61

Fred Morrison62 in the "courts and the political process in England"
makes a distinctive role of the courts in view of its ability to
make determinations primarily with reference to the interpretations
of perceived norms.

David Easton63 contends that the role of the

courts is essentially one that is directed exclusively toward the
establishment of moral principles or directed toward the resolution
of particular controversies.

As one administrative judge noted:

The courts have a remarkably good grasp of the regulatory
issues and a good understanding of the regulatory
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±^ \tra lVe Troble,ts ... and keeps the regulatory

?he?r «rt iVe..Pr°eeSS £r0B "over or under administering

£J'“ f^t t“tes and t0 inject an element of common sense
into the administrative regulatory process.64

The 1960s witnessed dramatic new developments in the adminis¬
trative process, a period that scholars of the regulatory process
termed as the era of "rule making revolution" in the administrative
regulatory process.

Stephen Breyer and R. Stewart69 hypothesized

that the rule-making revolution has not been attributable so much to
abstract considerations of formal justice as to bureaucratic self
interest.

West contends that, as demands for administrative66

action outstripped administrative resources, rulemaking in the
administrative process became more and more attractive as an
expedient way of achieving desired policy goals.

Bruce Ackerman et

al. offer the complementary explanation that rulemaking was
encouraged or required by the legislature and the courts in the
interest of forceful and effective regulation.67
The administrative regulatory process utilizes rulemaking and
adjudication procedures to create and enforce regulatory policies.
McGovern et al.68 defined rulemaking in the regulatory process as
the process of writing standards and regulations for products and
services, while adjudication involves the process of formal trial in
which the administrative process charges an individual with
violating a law or regulation.
In the 1970s, the administrative regulatory process underwent
extensive reforms through the 1980s, particularly with the growth of
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environmentalism. Umo classified these reforms into the folloming”.
thus:
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
F.

G.

H.

Pollution taxes - these aim at correcting awareness for
externality by equating marginal social cost to marginal
social benefit of a given polluting activity.
Effluent charges - these are specified to vary directly
with the amount of emissions made, with the hope that
they will positively discourage pollution.
Subsidy for pollution abatement - this is often to
polluters to either reinvest in pollution abatement
technology or research into pollution-free technology.
Direct government regulations - this includes prohibition
of the use of certain polluting items and setting of
environmental standards.
Licensing of pollution rights - this involves the
auctioning of emission rights amongst competing bidders.
Payment of "bribes" and compensations - the polluters can
compensate the victims or the victims can "bribe" the
polluters to desist from their actions.
Merger arrangements - economic agents who generate
negative externalities mutually on each other can merge
into a single unit.
Zoning arrangements - this involves the spatial
separation of the polluter from the pollutee.

Another addition in the literature is the "imaginary bubble concept
policy" option used in the U.S. as regulatory policy option.

Under

the "bubble" concept policy, the regulator could authorize the
establishment of industrial emissions banks so that firms could buy
and sell emissions credits that may represent surplus reductions of
emissions.

The rationale behind the emissions trading policy was to

provide incentives for the firms to reduce pollutants and spur the
development of new technologies for pollution abatement.

Most

scholars of the regulatory process contend that the bubble concept
could be very misleading in that it does not strive for levels of
emissions from all sources70.
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Other important innovations include the addition of the costbenefit-analysis into the regulatory process.

Umo defined?* cost-

benefit-analysis as the application of some operational principles
of welfare economics to public policy decisions.

The logic of cost-

benefit-analysis72 concludes that if a regulation proved to have a
net cost, i.e., gross costs exceeding gross benefits, it was
regarded as inefficient and produced a reduction in kind in the
economic well-being of the nation.

All rules identified as

economically inefficient were (by conventional wisdom) to be
eliminated.

The results of this analysis quickly became the most

significant decisional criteria in the formulation of economic
regulatory policy.

The rationale of the cost-benefit-analysis in

other words was an attempt to structure and, in a sense, simplify
decision making by "reducing relevant decisional factors to numbers
that can be added, subtracted, and compared."

The fundamental

principle would require that the decision makers in the regulatory
process weigh and balance various competing policy objectives before
issuing the regulations themselves.

However, in the present era of

social regulations, the concept of "cost-benefit-analysis" has
become highly diluted by partisan politics.

Reforming the Regulatory Process:

The Need for Education

Critics of the regulatory process have become legion since the
1970s and their catalogue of complaints has become a familiar
litany:

the regulators have become captives of the special interest
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groups, promoters of narrow economic purposes, and servants of an
entrenched bureaucracy.

In fact, scholars of the regulatory process

have fancifully classified these regulatory problems into
theories.73
Fiorino7* described the behavioral patterns of the regulatory
process as "consisting of various lifecycles."

Marver Bernstein has

this to say in support of Fiorino's contention:
The agencies pass from youthful enthusiasm through stages
of maturity and then to a kind of rigor mortis in which
they become captives of the economic interests they were
established to regulate.73

Edelman76 characterized the regulatory agency as a process that
essentially serves the interest of the industry while placating the
public with symbols.

George Stigler viewed the less powerful or the

poorly under-represented interest groups as disinterested spectators
or paper tigers.77
Another view in the literature on the regulatory pathological
difficulties was one advanced by Theodore Lowi.

Lowi attributes the

failings of the administrative regulatory process to a pluralistic
philosophy of government.

The ambiguity of delegations of authority

to the administrative regulatory process, "policy without law,"
relegates agencies to the task of approving policies determined by
competing interest groups.78
Roger Noll79 contends that the administrative regulatory pro¬
cess is motivated to score well on two indicators of agency success
...

(1) a low level of interference with agency policymaking by

the legislature and the courts and (2) the economic health of the
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industry under the agencies' jurisdiction.

The over-responsiveuess

of agencies to the regulated industry can thus be explained by the
agency’s desire to avoid appeals by the industry viable
economically,

other explanations for regulatory failures have

focused on administrative structure, in particular collegial
leadership, and the incompetence of the personnel of the
administrative regulatory process.00
As an extension of the effort to characterize the various
aspects of regulatory failures, Gormley et al.81, in the "Western
Political Quarterly" of 1982, elegantly classified the failures of
the administrative regulatory process into models:

the capture

model, the interest group model, the organizational model, and the
surrogate model.

Gormley defines the capture model thus:

.... capture model views the regulatory process as the
captives of the industries they are supposed to regulate.
It portrays administrative decisions as responses to
external pressures, exerted primarily and sometimes
exclusively by the regulated industries.82

In the interest group model, Gormley characterizes the
regulatory administrative decisions as compromises designed to
balance competing interests and values.

Gormley argues that the

interest group model basically stresses the mixed incentives of
regulatory officials who profit from close ties to the regulated
industries and who also depend on public support.
1

Under this

«

1

circumstance, it views the regulated industries as supplicants who
are vulnerable and are apt to experience both defeats and
victories.83
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The third class of model, as presented by Gormley, is called
the organizational model.

In the organizational model, the regula¬

tory agencies are viewed as organizations which produce policy out¬
puts in accordance with standard operating procedures or routines.
The model portrays the administrative regulatory decisions as
efforts by agency officials to maximize personal and professional
values, subject to the limit of time, skill, and knowledge.

Gormley

sees administrative expertise as a shield that tends to reduce the
vulnerability of outside pressure groups.84
And the last of the models presented by Gormley is called the
surrogate representation model.

The model views the regulatory pro¬

cess as the target of professional reformers who champion under¬
represented interests from a government niche outside the regulatory
agency.

These models are based on perceptions of complex social

behavioral phenomena.85
The 1970s marked the peak of environmentalism and a need to
reconsider the concept of education as a significant element of
social order and change.

This concern represented a driving force

to the involvement of the United Nations in the need to articulate
an educational policy for the environment world-wide.

In 1972, the

United Nations invited governments of the world to Stockholm,
Sweden, to draft a new kind of policy on education on the environ• -

ment.86
At the conference, the pivotal role of communication and educa¬
tion was stressed.

Both were viewed as important and indispensable

new variables vital to the promotion of new images to guide global
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environmental problem solving and policy developments.

More speci¬

fically, in the conference, a popular "Recommendation 96" was formu¬
lated, and it called for the establishment of an international
program to educate people as to the simple steps they might take,
within their means, to manage and control their deteriorating
environment.87
In response to "Recommendation 96," UNESCO and UNEP (United
Nations Environmental Program), all of the United Nations, jointly
established an international environmental education program and
funded it with an initial $4.0 million for a three-year phase.

In

October of 1977, to culminate the program's beginning phase, the
world witnessed the first U.N. intergovernmental conference on
environmental education, held in Tbilisi, U.S.S.R.

At this

exclusively policy-level meeting, official delegations from the U.N.
member states, organizations of the U.N. system, and other
international governmental organizations, mostly educators, came to
reaffirm and hammer out a manifesto on environmental education.

The

conference viewed environmental degradation as a behavioral problem.
The role of education was to help in the transmission of needed
skills and information in the alteration of values conducive to the
preservation of quality environment.88
Following the U.N. conference in Stockholm, Sweden, and in
Tbilisi, U.S.S.R., international workshops and seminars sponsored
by the persistent, relentless leadership role of UNESCO helped in
diffusing environmental values into various parts of the globe.
Environmental policies, with education a central ingredient, have
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become an important part of nations’ political agendas.

They have

also led to a proliferation of educational programs and analyses of
legislation in the literature.89
Maloney et al.98 quite justifiably termed the environmental
crisis as the crisis of maladaptive behavior whose solution lies in
the alteration of human behavior.

Education ever since the U.N.

conference has assumed a significant role in regulatory processes.
And, because higher education represents a repository for knowledge
and the highest cultivation of skills, it has assumed an increased
significance in the regulatory process.
Barzun91 contends that the true higher education is primarily a
house of intellect, a community of scholars; that it exists mainly
to generate human knowledge, leaving the application of this knowl¬
edge to other agencies.

Barzun's contention has implications for

the role of education in the regulatory process.
The view taken by the Robbins committee on higher education in
1963 in Great Britain strengthens the enormous potentiality of high¬
er education.92
higher education:

The Robbins committee stated four main functions of
high level vocational training, promotion of the

general powers of thinking, the acquisition of new knowledge, and
the guardianship of the national culture.

In all these functions,

the traditional idea of higher education is broadly similar to the
new idea of a most potent element in the regulatory process.

It,

too, must have vocational aspects, general intellectual aspects;
and it must be concerned with the acquisition of new knowledge and
with the preservation of what is valuable in the existing culture.93
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The Robbins committee omitted or at least only alluded
obliquely to what is considered in many intellectual circles to be
one of the important functions of higher education institutions, and
which is almost certainly the most important from the point of view
of the regulatory process, that of community service.94
The Carnegie Commission in the U.S. took a broader view than
the Robbins committee of the social functions of higher education
institutions.

Under the heading of "advancing human capability,"

the Commission wrote of the responsibility of higher education
institutions:
For (1) developing and making available new ideas and new
technology; (2) finding and training talent and guiding
talent and guiding it to greater usefulness; and (3)
generally enhancing the information, the understanding
and the cultural appreciation and opportunities of the
public at large.93

In commenting on this function of American higher education,
Jack Embling remarked thus:
Whereas the activities of a European university are
normally summed up as "research and teaching," the normal
parallel summary of a U.S. university is threefold,
"teaching, research and service" and the difference is
significantly real . . .96

The evolving functions of higher education in relation to social
needs can also be seen in cultural and social environments of Japan.
Gareth Williams quoted Hiroshi Kida in "Higher Education in Japan"
m

thus:
Universities are not only conducting advanced general
educational and academic research in various disciplines,
but also they are responsible for teacher training,
technical education, and other vocational education.
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Higher education in Japan played a significant role
in changing the feudal society established in the preMaiji era with the hierarchical distinction of four
classes of warriors, farmers, manufacturers and merchants
to the present society where what counts most is educa¬
tional background and intellectual ability . .

In assessing the role of higher education. Cardinal Newman98
focuses on the cultivation of the mind.

Newman contends that, when

the intellect is properly trained, it will have the power of viewing
many things at once as a whole, of referring them severally to their
true place in the universal system, of understanding their
respective values and determining their mutual dependence.

Newman

sees higher education as a place of teaching knowledge, the object
of which is intellectual .... making students more intelligent,
hence capable, active members of the society.

Newman's premise is:

with the cultivation of the mind, men are able to serve.99
Flexner's100 exposition of a modern higher education underlines
four main concerns:

(1) the conservation of knowledge and ideas,

the interpretation of knowledge and ideas,
and (4)

(2)

(3) the search for truth,

the training of students who will practice and carry on.

Flexner concurs with the teaching function's involving both
conservation and interpretation, but his primary emphasis is on
research .

.

. the advancement of knowledge.

Flexner makes a

summary statement which shows that modern higher education should
address itself wholeheartedly and unreservedly to the advancement of
knowledge, the study of problems, and the training of men . .
at the highest level of possible effort.101

. all
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Gasset's characterization of the mission of higher education
stresses teaching which he claims is comprised of three functions:
(1)

transmission of culture, the vital system of ideas of a period;

(2)

teaching of the professions, i.e., for the training of doctors

and other professionals; and (3) scientific research, together with
the training of new scientists.402
Cyril James103 comments on the functions of higher education:
teaching, conserving existing body of knowledge, or reinterpreta¬
tion; and research, or discovery of new knowledge.

James contends

that every institution of higher education in every country admits
its responsibility for the discharge of all three functions, in
spite of the difference in age, of academic structure, and of the
political philosophy of the country in which it operates.104
James further maintains that the purpose of higher education is
to educate men and women who will promote the development of society
to its highest attainable level.

James speaks of the new function

of a higher education - service - as added to its traditional
functions of teaching, research, enrichment, and dissemination of
cultural heritage.105
Samuel Cookey, a former African member of the UNESCO executive
board, endorses James' view and refers to the triple role of higher
education as conservative (teaching), progressive (research), and
collaborative (service).106
Cunningham points to research as higher education's third
function, in addition to teaching and giving leadership to the
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community.

He writes o£ higher education as expressing a social

concern, helping to shape the public mind on the issues of the day
and the problems of the society.107
Fitzpatrick delineates the threefold function of higher
education as conservation or preservation of knowledge;
dissemination or distribution of knowledge; and advancement or
increase of knowledge.108
The World Student Christian Federation subscribes to the
general view of higher education as a community of learning engaged
in the pursuit of the truth.

It contends that the community of

learning is by nature a moral community of responsible persons
facing the challenge of truth in study, teaching and research.
Udyanin writes of higher education as a community of men with high
ideals and broad visions, with limitless curiosity to explore the
mystery of the empirical world, with restless zeal to strive for a
better society and better way of life.109
Carlos Romulo110 sees higher education as a center for the
pursuit of learning and then points out that the pursuit of learning
today has taken many paths.

Romulo traces the development from

Newman's intellectual process to the German idea of research.
Romulo also subscribes to the following functions of higher
education:

unifying, integrating, diversifying, symbolizing the

nation's abiding greatness, and servicing the community.111
Claude Bissell112 views higher education as a center designed
to prepare men and women for professional life and in uncovering new
sources of material power, but from its nourishing of social and
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political ideas and its part in fashioning man, the creator and
artist.

Bissell notes, however, that the effective role of higher

education for public service can only depend upon the recognition by
the higher educational institution of its peculiar position, and on
the willingness of its leaders to make clear and unequivocal
claims.113
From.the foregoing review of literature it becomes clear that
there is general agreement, expressed or implied, on the nature of
higher education: "community of learning engaged in the pursuit of
Truth" and on the triad of higher education functions: teaching,
research, and service.

The literature review on higher education,

therefore, reveals the enormous potential of higher education in the
regulatory process.
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CHAPTER

THE NNPC:

III

CORPORATE STRUCTURE, DECISION MAKING
AND THE POLICY PROCESS

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the internal
organization, decision making and the policy process of the Nigerian
National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC).

These descriptions are ends

in themselves, because they shed light on aspects of the corporate
behavior in a developing nation and how it regulates itself.

This

body of information fills the gap in the existing literature on
regulatory agencies, but the more immediate purpose is to provide a
basis for drawing conclusions about the impact of higher education
on corporate behavior, particularly as it relates to corporations
who tend to regulate themselves.
This chapter begins with a general view of the historical
background of the formation of the corporation, noting the legis¬
lative initiatives that were pertinent to its formation as well as
noting the characteristics which are most important in explaining
the corporate behavior which would distinguish it from other kinds
• •

of administrative agencies in Nigeria.

This is followed by a brief

overview of the organization of the Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation which, in essence, regulates itself.
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However, there's
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a Department of the Environment in Nigeria; its influence on the
National Petroleum Corporation is minimal or even benign.

A great

deal of the reason for the benign influence of the Department of the
Environment lies in the fact that the petroleum corporation is
looked upon by the government as the sole provider of national
revenue.

Because the oil corporation occupies a significant

position in the minds of government planners and administrators, the
activities of the petroleum corporation as it relates to regulatory
compliance is often ignored or merely given a slap on the wrist.

The National Oil Corporation:

A Historical Background

The Nigerian political class and leadership were very uneasy
about foreign domination of the Nigerian petroleum economy for many
years, even after independence.

They felt it prudent to use legis¬

lation as a legitimate tool of control.

As a result, Petroleum

Decree #51 of 1969 was enacted by the ruling Military Council at the
time as a first step.

The Petroleum Decree #51 of 1969 was a land¬

mark piece of legislation1

that set the tone for the creation of a

National Oil Corporation in Nigeria.

The Petroleum Decree of 1969

vested in the state of Nigeria the entire ownership and control of
all oil and gas upon any land in Nigeria or under its territorial
waters and continental shelf.

A fundamental rationale behind this

significant legislative move by the then ruling Military Council was
the desperate need as felt by the government for a rapid transforma¬
tion of the government's position on petroleum matters within the
country and abroad.

Petroleum Decree #51 positioned the government
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for the future role which she envisioned to play in domestic and
international petroleum matters.

And, more specifically, the Decree

represented a signal toward the indigenization of its domestic
economy.
The letters of the document of the Petroleum Decree 151 of 1969
required that foreign oil companies operating within the country
ensure within a period of ten years from the grant of lease
1.

2.
3.

The number of Nigerian citizens employed in connection
with the lease in managerial, professional, and super¬
visory grades shall reach at least 75 percent of the
total number of persons employed in these grades;
At least 60 percent of employees in any such grade shall
be Nigerian citizens; and
All employees in lower grades shall be Nigerian
citizens.2

As planned, the Petroleum Decree #51 was a harbinger or signal
that reflected the federal government’s intent to begin an institu¬
tionalization process of the indigenization policy, not only on
matters of the petroleum economy but also on other areas of the
economy under foreign domination and control.

The Decree invariably

endorsed and conferred legitimacy on subsequent government
"sovereign acts" in her petroleum industry.

It also made possible

the creation of the state-owned oil corporation as the sole govern¬
ment representative in the international oil industry, and hence it
became a useful political instrument of government policy.

The

government also had an eye on joining OPEC (Organization of Petrole¬
um Exporting Countries), an essentially political organization that
virtually represents the interests of the developing nations in
world politics.

The government felt that to participate in OPEC, it
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must first nationalize Nigerian oil commerce by cutting all strings
tied to foreign multinational corporations operating in the country,
at least to a minimum.

The Nigerian leadership used the Decree as a

critical document or piece of legislation to coherently articulate
the wishes and policies of the federal government on petroleum
matters.

In simple terms, the legislation was a subtle negative

reaction and concern on the part of the Nigerian leadership to deal
harshly, if need be, with the multinational oil corporations that
were seen as unabashedly exploiting the Nigerian natural resources.
The Petroleum Decree #51 of 1969 ushered in an era of
government participation in her oil industry.

In addition, it

provided "special terms and condition," including government
participation that may be imposed on a prospecting license or mining
lease if it considered it to be in the public interest.

The Decree

also provided authority to the ruling Military Council in dealing
with foreign oil corporations.

As a consequence, the position of

the federal government of Nigeria was strengthened in terms of
protecting the nation's primary interest in the petroleum industry.
The Degree gave a sense of satisfaction to the leadership and
to the elite class in Nigeria, particularly more so in view of its
difficult experiences with the distribution of oil royalties brought
out by the civil war in the country in 1967.

The difficulty was one

of conflicting claims between the federal government and the
secessionist government of Biafra on who was to receive the oil
royalties.

The Decree settled that difficulty once and for all.
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A major defect of the Decree #51 lies in its inability to
provide an institutional arrangement whereby the regulations made by
the commissioner of petroleum resources governing petroleum
activities may be translated into effective regulatory policies.
That meant that the oil companies, both foreign and indigenous,
given the opportunity to engage in petroleum activities, had little
or no regulatory control of their economic behaviors.

And so the

keeping of accurate records and petroleum statistics, conservation
of petroleum resources, and the prevention of pollution of waterways
were pitifully inadequate and totally unchecked.
For two years, there was no further legislation on petroleum
matters.

An obvious reason was the fact that ending the civil war

was a greater priority and thus needed the government's undivided
attention.

The Decree #51 of 1969 was a government’s reflex

legislative action that provided a circumstantial but lasting
solution to the problem of "who was to get the oil royalties
created by the foreign multinational oil corporations and the
secessionist Biafran regime.

The lessons of that experience got the

government resolved for adopting more measures, at least to prevent
such bitter occurrences.

And, particularly, the government did not

forgive the multinational corporations for their role in the civil
war, which ended in January of 1970.

1970 and 1971 were years of

national reconciliation, rehabilitation, and reconstruction.

The

federal government used these two years to brood over the events of
the civil war, mend all loopholes created by it and to gather
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momentum for more rounds of legislation in the administration of its
public affairs.
On April 22, 1971,3 the Nigerian government issued Decree 118
that mandated the creation of the National Oil Corporation.

The

government felt that the time was ripe for its creation,
particularly when the burden of the civil war was lifted off its
shoulders.

The legislation empowered the Oil Corporation to

prospect for, mine, and market petroleum products and engage in
other activities associated with petroleum.
The establishment of the Oil Corporation was based on a set of
economic and political considerations that were calculated to be
consistent with the pursuit of national interests.

The Oil

Corporation was instantly transformed in the process into a
strategic instrument of national policy (but it was more of a
government's proclivity towards the process of complete
indigenization of her economy).

The federal Commissioner for Mines

and Power, Ali Munguno, could not have articulated the government's
position better when he said thus:
We have had little control over our natural resources; it
is time we had a real stake in them. . . . Appropriate
actions at the government level or at OPEC would be taken
if any company proved difficult.4

A noteworthy driving force in the establishment of national oil
corporations during the 1950s and 1960s was the growing maturity in
the evolving petroleum policies of the producer nations.

In

Nigeria, this driving force came in the early 1970s, when she joined
the OPEC cartel.0

It was also a response to the increasing public
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sentiment against foreign domination and exploitation of natural
resources.

The move was seen as a last blow against colonialism.

And, more specifically, the legislative policy initiative reflected
government's resolved willingness to begin to manage its domestic
affairs directly.
Furthermore, in addition to economic and political considera¬
tions, there was also a government commitment to the oil corporation
as a legitimate instrument of national policy, particularly in the
area of education.

The government, coming out of the bloody civil

war in 1970, embarked on the most extensive educational program on
the African continent.

The government, in its policy deliberations,

looked to the oil corporations as the sole provider of revenues in
the realization of its educational programs.

The federal govern¬

ment, by using the petroleum legislation to consolidate its claim of
ownership of the oil economy and thus the revenues, was able to use
the revenues in the education of its people.
Historically, Government policies on education6 always revolved
around public demands for education, the need to utilize the educa
tion system for manpower development and also the need to use the
education system as a vital instrument of social and economic
change.

Education is seen by Nigerian planners and practitioners as

a most potent instrument of social change.

Indeed, the Oil corpora¬

tion occupied a strategic position in the nation's economy and in
the need to bring to fruition its dream of total political self
determination.
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In fact, all subsequent policies on domestic and international
programs revolved around the petroleum revenues.

The government

more or less caressed the oil corporation to ensure its constant
growth and productivity.

The government had to ensure a sustained

growth because she realized that the lack of growth and productivity
would spell an inevitable decline in revenue and ultimately in the
ability of the government to fund its educational programs which it
most cherished.
The educational programs of the ruling Military Council in the
early 1970s were virtually radical.

The policy objective in higher

education focused exclusively on the expansion of existing univer¬
sities and colleges of technology and the building of new ones.

The

policy on higher education sought, among others, to increase access
to education for all Nigerians and to ensure the attainment of
enrollment of 53,000 students by the end of the 1970s, abolish
tuition fees and lower the boarding and lodging fees.

The combined

effect of this policy was to generate an explosion in the demand for
university education at a time when costs were rising astronomically
and available facilities were falling short of requirements.

That

policy goal was achieved during the 1980s until the slump in inter¬
national oil prices in 1984.
Despite the uncertainty associated with the funding of educa¬
tion through oil revenues, the government continued to see the oil
corporation as the big purse earner to enable it to meet its educa¬
tional goals.

The petroleum legislation was transformed into a tool
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of financial stabilization and control and in the pursuit of an
indigenization policy.
The indigenization policy meant that foreign expatriates had to
be relieved and replaced.

The indigenization policy also implied

that the replacement of the foreign professionals was inevitable and
that the higher education program was an imperative in this direc¬
tion.

Higher education training was deemed necessary to replace

technical and managerial staff in both private and public corpora¬
tions that are vital to the nation's management of the economy.
Equally important was the government's commitment to the estab¬
lishment of educational services.

The educational services were

essential for achieving urgent qualitative improvements at the
primary and secondary levels.

In order to provide various forms of

these services, a number of institutional arrangements were improved
under the Military Council's educational policy initiative of the
1970s.8
The policy initiatives of the 1970s included the expansion and
strengthening of the National Educational Research Council, the
establishment of new institutions such as the Federal Center of
School Broadcasting and Audio Visual Development and the development
of Science Equipment centers.9 All of these educational programs
depended largely on the well-being of the petroleum economy.
As part of the drive toward the indigenization policy by the
ruling Military Council, a new petroleum legislation was issued in
1977.10

Petroleum decree #33 of April 1, 1977 proved to be a
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significant piece of legislation.

The measure was more of a

stronger invocation than the 1971 legislation.

First, it repre¬

sented the use of petroleum resources as a major instrument of
foreign policy.

This legislation was precipitated by the selling of

Nigerian petroleum crude to the racist government of South Africa by
the British Petroleum Company, "Shell BP." Shell BP Oil Corporation
was nationalized in the process as a retaliatory move by the
Nigerian government.

The move also was designed to send a strong

signal to the Pretoria regime in South Africa and the British House
of Commons in London about Nigeria's strong opposition to apartheid.
Nigeria regarded the sale of her crude petroleum to Pretoria as an
affront to her integrity and used her free gift of nature - pet¬
roleum - as a political weapon to voice her concern with apartheid.
With the nationalization of British Petroleum, Nigeria moved very
quickly to reorganize the oil corporation created in 1971.
The reorganization of the oil corporation meant that the entire
oil corporation needed to be overhauled to give it new life and
direction.

In the process of overhauling, the department of pet¬

roleum resources and the Nigerian National Oil Corporation were
merged to form a new Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation.

The

formation of the new oil corporation spelled the dissolution of the
department of Petroleum resources and implied modification and
expansion of facilities and personnel for the National Oil Corpora¬
tion created in 1971.

In actual fact, the new oil corporation dif¬

fered from the old one only in title and in role expansion.
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The corporation was reorganized, at least in the minds of the
then ruling Military Council, on the basic assumption that it should
be a fully integrated corporate entity, whose main task was to
engage exclusively in all aspects of the petroleum industry.

Its

general duties, as marshaled out by the Petroleum Decree #33,
include the following:
1.

Exploring and prospecting for, working, acquiring,
possessing and disposing of petroleum.
2. Refining, treating, processing, and generally engaging in
the handling of petroleum for the manufacture and
production of petroleum products and its related
derivatives.
3. Purchasing and marketing petroleum products as well as
its byproducts.
4. Providing and operating pipelines, tanker ships, or other
facilities for the carriage or conveyance of crude oil,
natural gas, and their products and derivatives, water
and other liquids or other commodities related to the
corporation's mode of operation.
5. Constructing, equipping, and maintaining tank farms and
other facilities for the handling and treatment of
petroleum products and its related derivatives.
6. Carrying out research in connection with petroleum or
anything derived from it and promoting activities for the
purpose of turning to account for the results of such
research.
7. Doing anything required for the purpose of giving effect
to agreements entered into by the Military Government
with a view to securing participation by the Government
or the corporation in activities connected with
petroleum.
,,
8. Generally engaging in activities that would enhance the
petroleum industry in the overall interest of the federal
Republic of Nigeria; and
9
To undertake such other activities as are necessary or
expedient for giving full effect to the provisions of the
Petroleum Decree of 1977.1 1

According to Article 21(1) and (2) of the Decree, the
legislation spelled the complete dissolution of the National Oil
Corporation formed by

the Decree #18 of 1971 and the Department of
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Petroleum Resources.

The legislation called for the merging or

integration of the Department of Petroleum Resources and the
National Oil Corporation to a new Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation.

The government reorganized the old oil corporation to

give it new breath in the expectation that a coherent unified
control of petroleum activities would emanate in the process.12
To the government, the reorganization of the old corporation
meant reducing considerably ambiguity in departmental functions with
a renewed determination to forge a singularity of purpose and
objective in the petroleum matters.

It also meant fostering

efficient and effective use of scarce, skilled indigenous manpower,
and the improved coordination and unification of her petroleum
policies.

The government's passionate interest in the reform of the

corporate structure meant its realization of the fact that its
interest in the oil economy was justifiably enormous.

The federal

government viewed the oil economy as its only ticket to joining the
mainstream of the industrialized world and serving as a beacon to
its existence in that part of the globe.
As a potent piece of legislation, the decree was used to
articulate governmental policy on petroleum matters and to help
consolidate firmly the gains made by the precedent decrees, #51 of
1969 and the petroleum Decree of 1971.13

The Decree, in its

original concept was designed to eliminate institutional weaknesses
that the precedent decrees were unable to address effectively.

For

example, some Nigerian scholars of the policy process have argued
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that the legislation more or less transformed the federal govern¬
ment's position in the oil business from one of inferior partnership
with foreign multinational oil corporations to one of controlling
exclusive interest.14
It was believed by the Nigerian leadership at the time that the
Petroleum Decree #51 of 1969 was unable to achieve simple objectives
of total control because it lacked a coherent institutional arrange¬
ment needed to effect such controls as desired by the government.
Such control of its petroleum matters was impossible because it was
mediated extensively by foreign multinational corporations whose
interest was purely profit rather than in the building of a strong
Nigerian nation.

Other arguments for the intervention of the

petroleum legislation of 1977 included the inability of the corpora
tion or of any government agency to regulate even the simplest
petroleum activity of both indigenous and foreign oil corporations
in the country.
Petroleum Decree #33, therefore, sought to address these
fundamental government issues and concerns.

It viewed the reorgani¬

zation of the oil corporation and the creation of of new policy
organs to sustain the corporation as an indispensable institutional
imperative. Efficiency and accountability became synonymous with the
reorganization of the oil corporation in 1977.

To enable it to meet

the fundamental objectives of efficiency and accountability, the
government increased the administrative powers of the corporation
and removed potential bureaucratic hurdles that might serve as an
impediment to the corporation's ability to function effectively to
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the taste of the government.

As a testimonial to the importance and

awesome powers of the corporation, the government under the legis¬
lative provision of Decree #33 of 1977 empowered the corporation
thus:
. . . . have the powers to do anything which in its
opinion is calculated to facilitate the carrying out of
its duties under this Decree, including without limiting
the generality of the following:
a)
to hold, manage and alienate movable and immovable
property:
b)
to purchase or otherwise acquire or take over all or
any of the assets, businesses, properties, privi¬
leges, contracts, rights, obligations, and liabili¬
ties of any other company, firm or person in further¬
ance of any business engaged in by the corporation.19
\

These sweeping powers bestowed on the corporation by the government
were designed and calculated to improve the corporate organizations
and thus productivity.

The legislation also required that the

Nigerian National Oil Corporation report directly to the Military
Council.

What was new about this legislative move was that the

Nigerian National Oil Corporation created in 1971 had reported to
the federal government through the Department of Petroleum Re¬
sources.

The newer legislation sought, by removing that bureau¬

cratic hurdle, to increase its direct access to the federal govern¬
ment.

The purpose of this arrangement was to ensure accountability.

The principle of accountability was paramount in the government s
policy with the oil corporation.
In an attempt to resolve the eternal question of the regulation
of corporate economic behavior, the Department of Petroleum Inspec
torate was established and charged with the task of regulating
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itself and the foreign oil companies in the country.

The Department

was to act as a transitional regulatory agency, with the goal of
resolving the immediate problems of environmental pollution, until a
national regulatory agency was created.

How effective the

Department has been in its enforcement of policy has been a matter
of public debate, but also of sober reflection and interpretation.
When the Petroleum Inspectorate was created, it was charged in
principle with the responsibility for issuing permits and licenses
for all petroleum activities connected with petroleum exploration,
exploitation, refining, storage, marketing, transportation, and the
distribution of petroleum and petrochemical products.

The

department basically had a monumental regulatory task.16
Furthermore, the petroleum inspectorate department was
empowered by the legislation to enforce by all practicable means all
laws governing oil and gas operation, initiate regulations relating
to such operations and ultimately to supervise the operation of
companies engaged in any one or more activities of the oil and gas
industry in Nigeria.

There will be a continuation of the discussion

of the topic on regulation in Chapter IV of the thesis.

The National Oil Corporation:
A General View of Corporate
Structure

The purpose of this section of the thesis is to give a
A

«

description of the pertinent internal organization of the Nigerian
National Petroleum Corporation.

These descriptions are ends in

themselves because they tend to shed light on some aspects of
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corporate behavior in relation to its environment.

Brian Harvey

characterizes the corporation as a coalition of internal subunits,
each with its own objectives, and the number of constituencies
extended to include groups that have an interest in its business.17
A theoretical definition as offered by Richard Scase character¬
izes the corporation as an economic system in which the state
directs and controls predominantly privately18 owned businesses
according to four principles:
success.

unity, order, nationalism, and

The crucial theoretical distinction for characterizing the

corporation lies in the degree of state influence on the internal
decisions of the corporation.
The corporation is a collectivist system.
which concern focuses is the nation.
national economic well being.

The collectivity on

The primary interest is the

The general welfare has a significant

moral primacy over individual preferences or rights.

The index of

success is national performance, and the corporation is used as a
most visible expression of national well being, particularly more so
in the developing nations.19
The state in corporatist theory is merely the administrative
institution of the corporate body, the nation.

It exists simply to

articulate and execute the common interest in the form of collec¬
tive, national goals and policies.

This expressive concern of the

corporation run by the state creates a dilemma.

One of the dilemmas

is how the state could deal with conflicts of interest and how to
avoid manifestations of coercion where people are supposed to
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cooperate spontaneously.

However, a most crucial concern of the

corporation is concern for effectiveness and a willingness to
maximize its benefits and gains.
The administrative organization of the oil corporation reflects
to a considerable extent, the numerous, awesome and diversified
tasks that it is charged with by the federal government of Nigeria.
The corporation for simplicity has two broad divisions:

the

commercial division and the Petroleum Inspectorate division.

The

commercial division is charged with the responsibility of carrying
out the operational and commercial activities of the oil
corporation.

This includes the purchasing and marketing of

petroleum products and byproducts.21
In addition to the previously stated function of the department
of petroleum Inspectorate, the Inspectorate Department has mandate
to carry out exclusively regulatory policies of the federal
government on petroleum products.

Robert Salisbury22 defined

regulatory policies as those that impose restrictions and
constraints on the economic behavior of particular groups and grant
or withhold potentially beneficial options in the future.

For the

purposes of this thesis, regulatory agencies or departments are
those departments that are engaged exclusively or primarily in
making and administering regulatory policies for private businesses
that fall within their jurisdictions.
By controlling entry into an industry, prescribing the
conditions of service and the quality level of goods, and fixing
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prices, regulatory agencies oversee private business operations.

In

principle,23 regulatory departments do not confer or extract
monetary benefits directly but do so indirectly through the
prescription of the terms of conduct of business.

The term

"regulatory," however, tends to distinguish itself from the other
administrative agencies on the basis of task.

It, however, tells

very little about the organizational characteristics of the entire
oil corporation from the point of view of Nigeria.

It is the

proverbial tip of the iceberg of the entire organizational structure
of the oil corporation.
The regulatory department of the National Oil Corporation
serves as an "enforcement and supervisory agency" of the federal
government on matters of oil and gas operations.

The government, in

defining the functions of the inspectorate department declared thus:
The Petroleum Inspectorate Department shall not exercise
any commercial functions in respect of any activities of
the Government of the Federation relating to the
petroleum industry.24

In addition to the petroleum inspectorate department, there is also
the department of petroleum conservation which reports directly to
the Chairman of the Oil Corporation.

Its creation suggests a

conflict in functional dispensation with the department of Petroleum
Inspectorate.

The functions of the Department of Conservation

remain benign in the overall corporate picture.23

The regulatory

role of the Inspectorate department conflicts with that of the
Department of Conservation, because both departments deal with the
protection of public safety and environment.

The Petroleum
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Inspectorate assumes a conspicuous regulatory role because the
office was an extension of the office of the inspectorate division
of the defunct Department of Petroleum Resources dissolved in 1971.
While the conservation department was a new creation, it has yet to
find an appropriate role and function except at the national level.
There is also a National Department of the Environment, created
in 1980 by a Presidential order.

The department is still at its

embryonic stage of development and has yet to offer a clear
regulatory program.

It, too, has a minimal influence on the

regulation of petroleum activities in the country.
Furthermore, the corporation can be divided further into three
functional categories26 viz: the planning level, the service level,
and the operational level.

The planning level was given the

responsibility and task of organizing, coordinating and eventually
unifying and controlling petroleum activities and operations.

The

service level was concerned with the task of providing management
with corporate services.

This level of functional category embraces

the Offices of the Treasury and Accounting Departments, management
administration offices, and the Office of Legal Affairs.
The operational level is involved with the nitty gritty details
of field petroleum operations.

These levels of the corporation

report through their sector chiefs or directors of operations to the
Chairman of the Oil Corporation.
The petroleum legislation of 1977 provided a Board of Directors
to the Oil Corporation.

The Board is comprised of the Chairman of
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the OH Corporation and other outside members of the government
service.

The offices of the Chairman and the Board of Directors of

the Oil Corporation are essentially political appointments, usually
made by the President of the Federation of Nigeria or the head of
the Military Council, as the case may be.
The petroleum legislation of 1977 also empowered the head of
state of the federal government with the right to make such appoint¬
ments as he sees fit.

Members of the Board usually include the

following:
A.
B.
C.
D.

The Permanent Secretary of the Federal Ministry of
Finance;
The Permanent Secretary of the Federal Ministry of
Economic Development;
The Managing Director of the Oil Corporation; and
Three other members to be appointed by the President
or Head of the Military Council, as the case may be.27

These appointments also include a Secretary of the Corporation who
is usually not a member of the Board.

The task of the Secretary is

to put the proceedings of board meetings together and to synthesize
them into orderly and meaningful categories.

His job also includes

making the proceedings of the meetings tractable and issuing policy
statements of the corporation.
The oil corporations in other cities such as Kaduna in the
Northern part of the country, Warri in the Midwestern part of the
country, and Port Harcourt in the Eastern part of the country, take
directives from the Chairman of the Corporation in Lagos.

The head¬

quarters of the corporate bureaucratic machinery lies in Lagos.
policy dispensations emanate from Lagos to other branches of the

All
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Corporation.

The organizational structure of other branches is

about the same as the Lagos organizational model except for the
office of the Chairman and Board of Directors of the Corporation.

The National Oil Corporation; A General View of Corporate
Decision Making and Policy Process

This section of the thesis deals with the corporate decision¬
making and policy process.

It essentially outlines the fundamental

mechanisms of the execution of policies.

An important factor which

helps to shape corporate behavior and groups in government decision
making is the culture of the particular society within which the
decision making occurs.
Culture is transmitted from one generation to another by a
process of socialization through which "thousands of specific
experiences with specific persons in specific situations, the
individual learns the values, norms, and beliefs of the society.
Culture is then acquired by the individual and it thus becomes a
part of one's psychological makeup, and is manifested in one s
behavior.

One segment of the general culture of a society is the

political culture.

The political culture of Nigeria has an

extensive influence on the decision-making processes of the Nigerian
National Petroleum Corporation.
Brady et al. content that political culture consists of widely
shared values and beliefs relating to the nature and exercise of
political power and the purposes for which it is employed.28
Variations in developmental patterns, environmental conditions, and
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historical factors all shape the political culture of a nation.

In

essence, it is a measure of political orientation and ideology.

And

so variations in the public policy and decision making can be
explained by the political culture.

Values such as material

achievement and success clearly have a great significance for public
policy making.
In the case of Nigeria, the petroleum economy which essentially
is a source of national pride and satisfaction has been in recent
years a focus of public policy.

Virtually all policies revolve

around the petroleum economy.
In order to understand the behavior of the corporation,
attention must be given to the flows of information among the
various elements in the system, and to the processes of decision
making.

The central management processes of the corporation often

tend to search for a consensus of decision.
Cyert and March29 describe as natural those processes within
organizations which permit them to function despite unresolved
conflicts between the individual constituencies.

A consensus

involves more or less the achievement of an acceptable level of
consistency of decisions - a sort of lowest common denominator,
which is agreeable to all interests.

In the case of the oil

corporation, its policy decision making is tied exclusively to
national interests.
Because the petroleum corporation maintains a unique position
in the nation's economy, and also because the petroleum economy is
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a source of national pride, satisfaction, and survival, it attracts
the attention of the highest policy-making body of the nation.

As a

result, the oil corporation is excessively groomed with an enormous
responsibility, ambitions and goals thrust upon her.
The major aim of the government's petroleum policy was the
eventual and complete national control of all aspects of the
petroleum industry, previously run by the international petroleum
companies.

The strategy of the federal government was one of total

control based on ownership and the need to use the oil corporation
as a convenient vehicle for the rapid economic development of the
' country.

The government therefore saw the management of the oil

corporation as a bureaucratic imperative.
The ruling Military Council remains the nation's highest
policy-making body.

Prior to the Petroleum Decree of 1977, or the

so-called merger legislation that united the Nigerian National Oil
Corporation and the Department of Petroleum Resources, the oil
corporation reported to the federal government through the
Department of Petroleum Resources.

The "merger legislation" allowed

the oil corporation easy access to the federal government.
On the policy-making level of the federal government, the
Military Council, which consists of 28 members of the armed forces,
deliberates on policies.

In addition, it has a secretary to the

military government, a usually powerful position in the government.
The secretary always is appointed by the head of government.
Important decisions on the affairs of the corporation, particu¬
larly cases affecting national interest, are always made at the
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Military Council meetings.

The acceptable consensus is passed to

the Chairman and Board of Directors of the Oil Corporation for
implementation.

The Board of Directors and Chairman of the Corpora¬

tion can neither object to nor question the validity of the
decisions of the Military Council.

The Chairman implements to the

letter the orders of the military government.
The government in its policy deliberations may also use a much
more structured and programmed approach under a "National Planning
Agenda." Planning, it is believed, results in blueprints for future
developments; the specification of courses of actions for the
achievement of desired goals.

The national planning agenda is most

used in the developing nations as a reflection of a conscious effort
of a central government to influence, direct, and control changes in
the principal economic regions of a country.

The fundamental

rationale behind such a policy pathway is to enable the government
to establish reasonably a process of internally directed develop¬
ment.

The policies developed in the process are usually a measure

of a nationalistic ideology that is diffusable into the appropriate
organs of the bureaucratic process.30
Following the development of the "National Policy Agendas," a
series of institutional exchanges between the federal government,
the oil corporation and the department of economic planning is set
in motion.

Planning is assumed to be systematic, which would imply

that the planning is orderly, knowing the right variables and the
correct order in which to include the relevant factors in making
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decisions.

There is also the notion that planning imparts scien¬

tific objectivity to the development process.

That means that

planning would serve as a policy vehicle to bring logic and ration¬
alization to the bureaucratic process and development.
Nigeria's planning apparatus is known to be one of the most
advanced structures in the third world.

It has a substantial

British- and U.S.-trained technical and managerial31 class to draw
upon.

The National Planning Agenda has been used effectively to

operationalize policy strategies.

And, because of the nationalistic

characteristics of the national planning apparatus and because of
sthe unique and symbolic character it possesses, development planning
in Nigeria has been in the most recent years at the center of policy
making.
The use of the National Planning Agenda32 to execute policies
in Nigeria dates as far back as the 1940s, when the British colonial
office requested the colonies submit development plans to facilitate
the distribution of the Colonial Development and Welfare funds.
That initiative left a legacy that is interpreted today as the
National Planning Agenda.

Since then, national planning has

followed in the order: 1945-55, 1955-62, 1962-68, 1970-75, 1975-80,
1980-85, 1985-90.

However, one major disadvantage of the planning

process is that it may have the tendency to suffer from a lack of
internal consistency and overall feasibility.

Many times, such

plans are a mere collection of assorted development projects with no
interconnections.

Another major flaw of this approach lies in its
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inability to use extensively adequate statistical data for directing
policies on a long-term basis with a reasonable precision.
On occasion, the office of legal affairs of the oil corporation
with the aid of the office of the Attorney General of the federation
would work jointly and cooperatively on very complex legal issues.
The office of the legal affairs of the oil corporation not only
represents the oil corporation in lawsuits in the courts, but also
plays a significant role in the assessment of the legalities of per¬
tinent and realistic courses of actions that are in the nation's
overall best interests.

It also assists the government in drawing

up corporate regulations and statements of policy, and in preparing
legislation and contracts.

It aids in the interpretation of the

legal implications of petroleum matters which invariably are
relevant to petroleum activities and existence.
The office of the Attorney General of the federation partici¬
pates more prominently in negotiating international legal petroleum
agreements or contracts.

In these times, the office of legal

affairs of the corporation and the office of the Attorney General of
the federation work jointly.

The two offices make enormous contri¬

butions to the institutional character of corporate decisions.

The

importance of the office of legal affairs is not so much in a
substantive area of knowledge but in the formal rules and procedures
by which a corporation organizes its activities and definitions of
its relationship with the outside world.

Their skills are, however,

of considerable relevance to the various aspects of the corporate
bureaucratic process.
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Furthermore, it is important to state that there is a division
of labor on the policy dispensations that ultimately would affect
the institutional character of the corporation.

The first of these

is policy deliberations at the highest policy-making level of the
corporation and that is with the ruling Military Council.

The

Council would deliberate on policies that relate to its position
with the OPEC Cartel, the production quotas for oil production, and
instructions to see to the enforcement33 of matters that carry top
national priorities.

In that case, information is passed to the

Chairman and Board of Directors of the Oil Corporation, who would
v pass it down to the officers in the lower echelon of the corporation
for implementation.
There is also another level of policy making which would
involve exclusively the Chairman and Board of Directors of the Cor¬
poration and the Secretary whose main function is to document the
minutes and resolutions of the important meetings.

These policies

may involve management reorganization of the Corporation.

Most of

the time, the reorganization may entail reappointment of personnel
and promotions and a re-examination of the existing policies of the
Corporation or the switching of chairs of the corporate executives.
Another level of decision making involves departmental sector
chiefs.

Decisions are always made on the junior personnel for pos¬

sible misconduct.

Often, decisions are made and reported to the

management administrative office for record purposes.

These reports

do have impact on the ability of the individual to move up the
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ladder of the administrative positions.

These practices of policy¬

making of the corporation are designed to improve corporate
efficiency and performance.
SUMMARY:

This chapter presented the legislation of 1969, which

set government's position firmly on the ground for the institution¬
alization of the indigenization decree.

It enabled the government

of Nigeria to use her oil royalties as an instrument of foreign
policy as well as in her use for domestic economic and educational
programs.

The chapter also discussed the various processes of

decision making and their link with the federal government in such
matters.

One of the important aspects of the policy process in

Nigeria is the use of the National Planning Agenda, developed
during several years of the colonial administration of Nigeria.

The

National Planning Agenda remains a potent framework in the execution
of policies in the country.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE REGULATORY PROCESS AND THE PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
LEGISLATION IN NIGERIA AND CANADA: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This chapter is an examination of the dynamics of the regula¬
tory processes in Nigeria and Canada as it relates to petroleum
products legislation.

It is a historical account of the petroleum

products law in these countries.
country is not static.

The regulatory system in any

It is dynamic and constantly changes.

Many

such systems evolved over many years and are still in the evolution¬
ary stage.

The regulation of these petroleum products sometimes

moves very slowly.
There are several factors responsible for the slow changes in
petroleum legislation, particularly in the developing nations.
Environmental quality for one thing took low priority.

Primary

government efforts tended to focus on the low quality indices, such
as health, nutrition, housing and literacy.

However, unprecedented

population growth, strong rural urban migration patterns, and the
need to participate in the world market, all increase the magnitude
of the dilemma.
•

.

The Nigerian Regulatory Process and Petroleum Products Legislation

The formation of the legislation council in Nigeria in 1961
provided regulatory frameworks for the enactment of subsequent
93
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measures not only on petroleum products but also on other areas of
public policy.

The Legislative Council, which, as we saw earlier,

was later transformed into the Houses of the Senate and Representa¬
tives in the late 1950s and middle 1960s, had the awesome task of
reviewing and forecasting the position of trade and finance and to
emphasize and explain questions of policy and legislation of impor¬
tance.
Petroleum exploration in Nigeria is traceable as far back as
the early 1900s when it was an exclusive monopoly of the colonial¬
ists.

The colonial government had been interested in petroleum as

well as the exports of other natural resources.

In 1921, the Legis¬

lative Council granted exploration licenses to D'Arcy Exploration
Company for an area west of the Niger River to the Republic of
Benin, and for 50 miles inland from the sea.
was to lapse in February, 1923.

The license granted

Another mining license was granted

to the Whitehall Petroleum Company for an area that extended from
the lower Niger River delta to the eastern boundaries of the
Cameroons, and from the sea in the south to seven degrees north
latitude.1
However, the first formal measure adopted by the Legislative
Council on petroleum products was in 1914. Amended in 1925, it read
thus:
In the exercise of the rights conferred by these rules, a
worker shall not without the consent of the commissioner
of the District, pollute or permit to be polluted any
water flowing through the land subject to his license or
lease so as to render the same unfit for domestic or
farming purposes or divert or permit to be diverted any
such flowing water.2
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The legislation, called the Minerals Oil ordinance of 1914, has
implications for the clean waters law.

The regulation forbade

damage to timber and produce bearing trees and interference with
public roads.

There were no subsequent laws on petroleum products

passed by the Legislative Council nor the Legislature until 1959.
The lack of further legislative developments on petroleum
products is understandable as there was no luck in finding petroleum
deposits until 1959.

Between 1951 and 1959, there were about 70 oil

explorations and only 36 of these produced any crude.

Another

reason was the fact that Britain was involved in World War II and so
paid little attention to domestic policies in its colonial
territories.3
After World War II, Shell BP4 resumed petroleum exploration,
but no petroleum deposits were struck until November of 1953.

In

1954, a new constitution was forged and it led to the reform of the
regulatory process.

The new constitution granted autonomy to the

Regions and it also involved the removal of the powers of the
central government to intervene in regional matters, especially in
the area of laws.

The legislators were now primarily African

members but the final approval of the legislation depended on the
Governor, who was British.8
The constitutional reforms of 1954 were very significant.
Regulatory criteria and requirements along the traditional British
regulatory lines were adopted.

Thus, the regulatory functions

became more active in the late 1950s, particularly when more
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petroleum deposits were discovered in southern Nigeria.6

The style

and process of regulation adopted in Nigeria was inherited from the
colonial system, where the House of Representatives and the Senate
elected to the Parliament through the electoral process made the
regulations.

British influence on the process of regulation changed

in the middle 1960s as a result of the influence of the military
revolution;

The process of regulation adopted by the military

governments was much more simplified.
As was pointed out in an earlier place in the thesis, the
ruling Military Council deliberates on policies, usually with a
unanimous resolution.

The regulation becomes, in effect, a law when

it is signed by the Head of the Military Government.

It is then

published in the Nigerian Gazette, government journal of record.
The publication in the government journal is the final stage of the
regulatory process.

No courts or individuals have the right to

challenge the regulation.

However, the process of regulation has

fluctuated between a military-styled process and a parliamentary
styled process since 1966.

This was as a result of political

instability brought about by military interventions in the Nigerian
political process.
In 1956, the Petroleum Oil Pipeline Transportation Act was
enacted by the legislature.

The Law was amended in 1965 as the Oil

Pipelines (Amendment) Act’ of 1965.

The Act was designed primarily

to regulate the ownership and operation of pipelines carrying
petroleum products.

This Amendment was important because, prior to
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1965, only licensees or lessees were permitted to maintain pipe¬
lines.

The Amendment of 1965 provided for applications for permits

to construct and operate pipelines.8 The Commissioner has the sole
authority to authorize others to use the pipeline.9
In 1959, the Minerals10 Oil Act was passed by the legislature.
In the same year was also created the Department of Petroleum
Resources (DPR) and the Ministry of Mines and Powers.
with all matters relating solely to petroleum products.

DPR dealt
The minis¬

try, on the other hand, dealt with a broad range of minerals that
included gold, tin, copper, diamonds, and petroleum products.

The

legislature lodged with the Director of Petroleum Resources powers
to carry out regulatory functions.

But the chief commissioner for

mines and power had the overall supervision of the regulation of all
mineral products.
The Chief Commissioner for Mines and Power sets the regulatory
criteria and requirements for industrial participants who must meet
the regulatory requirements as a condition of licensing in petroleum
operations.

The Commissioner places the onus on the licensee to

show compliance and on the regulator to determine compliance.

The

Commissioner has the authority to impose both legal restraints and
monetary penalties on those who fail to comply with the regulatory
requirements.11
The Commissioner’s authority generally transcends that of the
regional and local governments.

He acts, however, to establish a

cooperative relationship with all levels of government in order to
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maximize public acceptance of the regulatory process.

Yet, the

operation of the regulatory powers of the Commissioner has some
unusual aspects, including the way in which he carries out the
regulatory function itself, the statutorily defined functions of the
regulatory operations staff and sometimes at the discretion the
Chief Commissioner a hearing process on safety and licensing
procedures-.

Much of this is unique to the Nigerian regulatory

process.12
The legislature assigned the responsibility for regulating
petroleum products to the Commissioner for Mines and Power.

The

Commissioner discharges this responsibility by imposing technical
and administrative requirements as a condition of issuing petroleum
operation permits and operating licenses and by monitoring the per¬
formance of the licensees.

The Director of Petroleum Resources has

also powers to regulate petroleum products but the Commissioner for
Mines and Power has the decisive rule.13
Furthermore, the legislature also charged the Chief Commission¬
er for Mines and Power the broad powers to regulate the transporta¬
tion of petroleum products which has implications for pollution
control.

In exercising the power of regulating the importation,

handling, storage, and distribution of petroleum products and other
flammable liquids, the Chief Commissioner for Mines and Power has
the sole authority to prescribe particular anchorages for vessels
involved with the transportation of petroleum liquids.14
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However, by the middle of the 1960s, the nature of the regula¬
tory process had changed.

This was as a result of the military

intervention in the Nigerian political process.

But the powers of

the Chief Commissioner for Mines and Power and the Director of
Petroleum Resources remained the same.

What was new in the regula¬

tory process was that the military ruling council reviewed the
regulatory process and issued decrees consistent with national
security interests.

The Chief Commissioner for Mines and Power made

technical decisions regarding the interpretations of the petroleum
regulations, the scope of the regulations, and the technical basis
for the regulatory licensing process.

The Chief Commissioner for

Mines and Power and his regulatory staff had to develop their own
expertise to address pertinent regulatory issues and sometimes had
to make their independent judgments based on the regulatory guide¬
lines provided by the ruling Military Council.

There were no

significant changes in the style of the regulation of petroleum
products, but rather a consistent trend of piecemeal legislation was
quite a salient feature of the Nigerian regulatory process.
In 1968, a petroleum decree was enacted by the ruling military
government.

The petroleum decree is the Oil in Navigable Waters

Decree of 1968.15 The legislation has implications for the clean
waters control and ocean dumping of petroleum products.

The legis¬

lation sought the implementation of Nigeria’s adherence to the
international convention for the protection of pollution of the sea
by oil.

The legislation also makes unlawful the discharge of
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petroleum products or any mixture containing petroleum into the
territorial or navigable inland waters from on land or from any
apparatus used for transferring petroleum products from or to an
ocean-going vessel.

The decree also applies solely to any area

where an oil terminal is situated, even though outside territorial
waters, if oil or any mixture containing oil is discharging into any
part of the territorial sea.16
The petroleum products legislation of 1969 was a very signifi¬
cant piece of legislation that dealt with the petroleum oil field
operations.

Section 36 of the Decree requires that, in accordance

with "good oil field practice" and in a "proper workmanlike manner,"
licensees and lessees take all practicable steps to prevent the
escape of petroleum into water or waterways and "cause as little
damage as possible" to surface conditions and improvements.

It also

required that waste oil and other mine runoffs be drained into
receptacles constructed in compliance with the petroleum products
safety regulations.17
The Petroleum Decree of 1969 read thus:
The licensee or lessee shall adopt all practicable
precautions, including the provisions of up to date
equipment approved by the director of petroleum
resources, to prevent the pollution of inland waters,
rivers, water resources, the territorial waters of
Nigeria or the high seas by oil, mud. . . .ie

The legislation has implications for the Clean Water law, it called
in essence for good oil field practice and required that the
Director approve the use of best practicable technology for
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pollution control.

The legislation also empowered the Director of

Petroleum Resources to "arrest without warrant any person whom he
reasonably suspects of having committed any offense under the Decree
or regulations made thereunder." It also empowers the Chief Commis¬
sioner for Nines and Power to revoke any license or lease whose
holder is not, in his opinion, conducting operations in a "business¬
like manner" or in accordance with good oil field practice.19
In addition, the Petroleum Decree of 1969 empowers the Commis¬
sioner for Mines and Power to define and determine dangerous
petroleum products.

The Commissioner has the right to test and

'examine any petroleum liquid to ascertain its flash points and
prescribed the quantity of petroleum liquids that may be carried in
any vessel or conveyance, the manner of storage, the receptacles to
be used as containers and the quantities to be contained therein.
As a check on compliance, he may search and inspect vessels and
other transport equipment.20
Another important petroleum measure is the Oil Terminal Dues
Decree21 of 1969.

The Decree prohibits the discharge of oil into

territorial waters from a pipeline or any apparatus used for trans¬
ferring oil from or to a vessel as a result of any operations for
evacuating petroleum liquids.

The Decree represents an extension of

an ocean dumping regulation.
Several pieces of legislation were passed between 1969 and
1977.

These were directed towards total control and indigenization

of the petroleum economy.

But of utmost importance was the
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Petroleum Decree of 1977.

That measure, also known as Decree #33,

was discussed in the previous chapter.

It was designed to eliminate

irritating institutional weaknesses that the Petroleum Decree of
1969 could not address effectively.

Decree #33 mandated the crea¬

tion of the Petroleum Inspectorate Department.22 The creation of the
department under Decree 133 represented the first serious government
attempt to regulate petroleum products.

The creation of the Inspec¬

torate department and it being charged with the responsibility for
regulation was a major step in that direction.
In 1979, an important regulation was enacted by the federal
government of Nigeria concerning the flaring of natural23 gas into
the air.

It was called Decree #99.

The decree makes it unlawful

for any company to flare the associated gases.

In essence, it

sought to force the oil corporations to conserve the gases or,
rather, liquefy them for other commercial and beneficial purposes.
However, the decree has had some problems of implementation.

This

problem of implementation is traceable to the increasing complexity
of the regulatory task that the government is faced with.

For

example, some of the private oil corporations have complained about
the cost of re-injection of the gases being too high.
In 1984, the oil corporations24 dealing with petroleum products
signed a three-year environmental protection agreement, under which
they will raise a $14.3 million fund for the control of oil pollu¬
tion.
tions.

The fund was contributed on the basis of size of the corpora¬
The problem of the control of pollution from the petroleum
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sector despite the efforts of the government has persisted, in view
of a lack of coherent policy on the environment.

Such problems

would continue until the government mobilizes the population into
active participation in the regulatory process through public educa¬
tion programs.
An important change the government has ever made in terms of
regulating petroleum products was when Decree #33 of 1977 was
created.23 The changes were more or less administrative.

The regu¬

latory process under this decree was expected to continue under the
guidance of the Chief Commissioner for Mines and Power.

During this

period, a new administrative operation was established.

The offices

created by the introduction of the decree had to be staffed, and the
regulatory functions had to be apportioned among these offices.26
The regulatory documents had to be reviewed, gaps filled, and plans
for extension of the document preparation program were developed to
provide adequate documentary basis for regulation.
far the government went under that program.

But that was how

The delegation of regu¬

latory functions on the Inspectorate department had little impact on
the activities of oil and gas industries in Nigeria.27
Sound regulatory goals with respect to the control of petroleum
products continue to remain an important agenda in the consciousness
of the federal government of Nigeria.

Under the third national

development agenda titled, "Creating the Clean Environment," the
federal government sought the development of a department of the
Environment separate from the Petroleum Inspectorate Department of
the National Oil Corporation.

The regulatory goals include:
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1.

The establishment of sound regulatory policies, stan¬
dards, practices, procedures, that, while recognizing the
societal need for energy and the associated economic con¬
siderations, make due allowance for public safety and
moral obligations to present and future generations;

2.

Provision of criteria for public safety or other regula¬
tory decisions that are set forth in understandable form
and where practical, are based on the use of quantitative
risk evaluation methods that may permit petroleum risks
to be related to other societal risks;

3.

Provision and maintenance of the regulatory staff needed
to establish requirements and enforce regulations;

4.

Establishment of a regulatory system such that licensee
compliance with the requirements can be demonstrated;
This provision called for an effective inspectorate unit
to be established in the Environmental Planning division
of the Federal Department of Industries;

5.

Provision of evidence, through documentation and regula¬
tory actions, that the goals of the regulatory process
are being met; and

6.

The establishment of procedures for keeping the public
informed on all matters of public interest, whether
societal or technological.28

The regulatory process in Nigeria is still in its infant stage.

How

much effort the government intends to put in this direction is still
in doubt.

Public interest groups are springing up and it is hoped
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they will stir the government to more dramatic actions in this
direction.

The Canadian Regulatory Process and Petroleum Products Legislation

The Canadian House of Common is the legislature of the Canadian
government and the heart of public policy making.
a classic parliamentary democracy.

Canada practices

It has a House of Representa¬

tives and a Senate and they are charged with the responsibility of
making the laws by creating and delegating authority to various
organs of the government.

Like most democracies, the Canadian

Legislature consists of a spectrum of competing political ideologies
that has dramatic impact on the regulatory process.

These political

ideologies are contributed by conservative, liberal, and radical
views.

These views range from what the appropriate role of the

state should be the extent of corporate market freedom, the balance
of freedom to individual rights and collective or public goods.29
The conservative view is likely to regard regulatory inter¬
vention by the state as an evil in itself.

The liberal view is

likely to take a benign view of the state as the neutral referee
removing the excesses of the market place.

And the radical view

tends to reject capitalism and market processes and then suggest
greater state intervention including not only tougher regulations
but also perhaps state ownership.

The Canadian parliamentary

debates, however, do not always reflect the full sweep of these
varying ideological views sometimes do trickle their way to make an
impact on the shape and form of the regulatory process."
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The scope of the regulatory policy mandate, the discretionary
powers they confer, the finer ranges of instruments available and
the kinds of organization in which these instruments might be
grouped and located make the Canadian regulatory process unique.
The constraints and the political values inherent in the central
pillars of Canada's "constitution" cabinet-parliamentary government
and federalism add to the Canadian concept of the "independent
regulatory agency."31
A primary Canadian legislative instrument is the federal
statute.

The federal statute delegates the power to make

regulations or other statutory instruments to a variety of different
authorities.

The list of authorities includes the Governor in

Council, the Treasury Board, certain individual cabinet members and
a host of other federal crown boards and commissions such as the
Canadian Transport Commission.

The Governor in Council retains or

has a considerable legal authority to make regulations with
substantial policy effects.
as a whole.

The Governor in Council is the cabinet

Some of those regulations made by the Governor in

Council are typically developed by individual departments or
agencies such as may involve the department of the environment.
There are two main classes of delegated legislation in the
Canadian regulatory process.

The statutory instrument is one of

them and it is commonly thought to include all types of delegated
legislation and regulation, which form a subset of statutory
instruments

(in the Canadian context, a regulation can have a broad
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applicability).

The statutory instrument can be a regulation or a

direction, administrative ordinance, or a ministerial order, which
is made under the authority of a statute, with reference to only a
limited number of cases.
As demonstrated in section 2(1) (b) of the Statutory Instrument
Act, regulation, as a statutory instrument, is defined32 and
1.

made in the exercise of a legislative power conferred by
or under an Act of Parliament, or

2.

for the contravention of which a penalty, fine, or
imprisonment is prescribed by or under an Act of
Parliament.

In addition, these include a rule, order or regulation governing the
practice or procedure in any proceedings before a judicial or quasi¬
judicial body established under an Act of Parliament, and any
instrument described as a regulation in any other Act of Parliament.
The Canadian regulatory process consists of a chain of various
actors, functions, lines of communication, and lines of
accountability.

For example, members of the Parliament or the House

of Commons are directly responsible to the public through the
electoral process.

Collectively, they enact statutes which delegate

the legal authority to make regulations to the Governor in Council
(in effect the cabinet) and to individual Ministers, Crown agencies,
and other regulatory authorities.
In the House of Commons is a Standing Joint33 Committee on
Regulations and other statutory instruments.

The role of the
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committee is to scrutinize regulations after they have been made,
using criteria such as whether there's sufficient legal authority
for a given regulation, or whether the regulation infringes on the
rule of law or the rules of natural justice.

The committee can

object to a regulation and request that the department or agency
which developed the regulation have it amended.

The committee also

sits in public, publishes its minutes and reports to both Houses of
Parliament.
Another important component of the Canadian regulatory process
is the Cabinet.

The Cabinet and its committees coordinate and set

the priorities of government policy making.
changeable with the Governor in Council.

The Cabinet is inter¬

The Governor in Council is

the regulatory authority which formally makes most regulations with
substantial policy effects.

For example, the individual ministers

supervise their own departments and subsidiary agencies.

However,

the individual ministers and the Governor in Council are responsible
to the public directly through the electoral process and indirectly
through the Canadian House of Commons.34
The Privy Council Office is also in the chain of the Canadian
regulatory process.

The Clerk of the Privy Council Office registers

new regulations after they have been examined and approved by the
Department of Justice.

The Privy Council Office acts as a secre¬

tariat to the Cabinet.

As such, the Office channels recommendations

which may include proposed regulations to the cabinet for approval.
An important function of this division is to communicate the new
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regulations to the public by publishing them in the Canadian
Gazette, an exclusive government journal.38
The Privy Council Office of the Department of Justice examines
proposed regulations using criteria such as whether there is
sufficient legal authority for a proposed regulation or whether a
proposed regulation is inconsistent with the Canadian Bills of
Rights.

The Department would, in addition, determine, for verifica¬

tion purposes, whether a proposed regulatory instrument would, if
enacted, be a regulation.

The Department also works jointly with

the Privy Council Office and is responsible to the Governor in
Council through the Minister of Justice.36
The regulatory agencies themselves are, of course, important in
the regulatory process.

A department could initiate regulations

depending on the enabling statute, but must have the approval of the
Governor in Council.

Such efforts must be consistent with the

regulatory guidelines that would meet the requirements of the Statu¬
tory Instruments Act.

Each member of the federal department is

responsible to the Governor in Council through their respective
ministers.

The departments also would liaise with interested

members of the public through newsletters and formal or informal
meetings, with other departments and agencies through interdepart¬
mental committees.
And the last, but not the least, in the chain of the regulatory
process is the public special interest groups.37 The public,
however, exercises a considerable amount of the control over the
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members of the House of Commons through the electoral process.

They

thus communicate their views to the Parliament, federal Ministers
and departments through public hearings and possibly through letters
to the members of the House of Commons.

The Regulation Making Process:

A Description

In most cases, regarding the regulation of petroleum products
or other potentially toxic chemicals in the environment, the
regulatory initiative comes as a result of an on-going scientific
research carried out by the regulatory department or agency under
the direction of a Canadian federal statute.

The initiative may

\

also begin from an outside party.

New regulations have to be

consistent with section 18(e) of the Environmental Contaminants Act,
section 5 of which specifically requires that the Minister
recommending the regulation offer to consult with interested
governments of provinces likely to be materially affected and other
federal departments and agencies as the case may be.38
The process by which a new regulation is made into law begins
right after the preliminary research and consultation have been
concluded and the Department of the Environment is ready to make a
formal proposal.

The formal process begins in two stages.

First is

legal approval of the process by the Clerk of the Privy Council
Office in consultation with the Deputy Minister of Justice and with
the final approval by the Governor in Council.39
The first step of the first stage as a matter of principle
involves the appropriate department, which, in the case of petroleum

Ill

products, would be the Department of the Environment, to forward to
the Privy Council Office division of the Justice Department three
copies of the proposed regulations in French and English
translations, the draft Order in Council by which the regulation is
to be made and three copies of an explanatory memorandum, including
a summary of the important features of the proposed regulations.40
Upon the approval of the regulation document by the Department of
Justice, which would entail the stamping of the documents, the three
copies of the proposed regulation are returned to the sponsoring
department.

At this point, stage two of the process begins.

The first step in stage two is for the Department of the
Environment to sign a formal recommendation to the Governor in
Council.

The recommendation, as a rule of thumb, must cite the

legal authority for the regulation being proposed.

The

recommendation must also indicate that the conditions precedent have
been satisfactorily executed and consistent with the programmed
regulatory protocols.41
The Department of the Environment would then send the
recommendations, which would by signed by the Minister of the
Environment, a draft Order in Council signed by the Department of
Justice, and the explanatory memorandum to be tabled before the
Governor in Council.

The Department of Environment, in addition,

sends a covering "letter of transmittal" to the Assistant Clerk of
the Privy Council.

The covering letter would state any special

instructions concerning the publication or timing of submission of
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the proposed regulation to the Governor in Council.

The letter

indicates whether the proposed regulation has any financial
implications for the government and also raises questions on the
cost-benefit analysis of the regulation.42
As one student of the regulatory process contends, the costbenefit analysis is a forthright attempt by the regulatory decision
makers to make explicit a quantification of the pluses and minuses
of a policy investment in a systematic fashion.

The logic of the

cost-benefit analysis, they argue, is to ensure that the
inflationary impact of the policy action has been carefully
considered.43
These recommendations are therefore made to the Treasury Board
for approval.

The prioT approval of the Treasury Board is, in

principle, mandatory for all recommendations to the Governor in
Council, particularly if the regulation has financial implications
and also to ascertain if the inflationary consequences of the
regulation have been carefully considered.
The Assistant Clerk of the Privy Council will receive these
recommendations and the draft order, and, after a careful
examination of the documents, will present them formally before the
Governor in Council, which will deliberate on these recommendations
for formal approval and formal making of the regulation into law.
The Governor in Council has the authority to unanimously reject the
recommendation if it considers the regulation inadequate or
counterproductive to national interests.
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Upon the approval of the regulatory initiative by the Governor
in Council, the recommendation packages are returned to the Privy
Council and the Department of the Environment.

At the Privy Council

Office, a routine registration of the regulation is performed by the
Clerk of the Privy Council Office as required by section 6 of the
Statutory Instrument Act.

The regulation comes into force

immediately the regulation is registered by the Clerk of the Privy
Council Office.
A final stage of the regulation process is the publication of
the materials for regulation in the Canadian Gazette.

A clause in

section 27(c) of the Statutory Instrument Act stipulates that a new
\

regulation must be published in the Canada Gazette within 23 days of
its registration by the Privy Council Office of the Canadian Justice
Department.4 4
The Department of the Environment is responsible for
compliance.

The compliance process is an open process that often

requires an examination of the role of the media and of the limits
of bureaucratic growth to secure more effective compliance.43

The Canadian Legislation:
Implications for Petroleum
Products Control

The MacGuigan Report, submitted to the House of Commons in
1969, was a significant report that led to a series of regulatory
reforms.

The report was replete with substantial criticisms of the

Canadian regulatory process.

The report, however, was important for

the several pieces of legislation enacted with implications for
petroleum products control.46
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In 1970, the House of Commons, under the Organization Act of
1970, created the Department of the Environment.

The Department of

the Environment has four services or divisions.

A Minister presides

and each of the divisions has a Deputy Minister. For example, the
Division of Atmospheric Services provides information and other
services related to weather, climate, the state of the seas, ice,
and air quality.

The Park Division, otherwise called Park Canada,

manages the national parks system, national historic sites and monu¬
ments, and the heritage waterways.

The Environmental Protection

Service administers federal responsibilities in protecting the
environment from pollution and takes the initiatives on priority
\

problems such as acid rain and toxic substances that may include
petroleum products.

The Environmental Conservation Service develops

policies and programs related to lands, wildlife and inland
waters.47
In addition to these service components, the Department of the
Environment contains three support groups:

corporate planning,

finance personnel, and administration services and the information
directorate.

It has a science advisor who provides information and

advice on scientific matters and maintains a liaison with govern
mental and external scientific groups.48
Furthermore, four bodies report directly to the Minister of the
Environment.

Two of the important groups are the federal Environ¬

mental and Assessment Review Office and the Canadian Environmental
Advisory Council.

The former reviews project proposals of the

federal government that have significant environmental implications.
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The review panels hold public hearings, evaluate evidence and make
recommendations to the Minister of the Environment for consideration
and possible action.

The Canadian Environmental Advisory Council

provides the Minister with external advice on a wide range of
environmental issues.49
The creation of the Department of the Environment in 1970 was
followed by sweeping measures with implications for petroleum
products control.
1970.

The House of Commons passed the Clean Air Act in

This law called for the protection and enhancement of air

quality in order to promote public health and welfare which entailed
the setting up of effluent air standards for pollution control.

The

Act characterized sulphur dioxide, suspended particulate matters,
carbon monoxide gases, oxidants (ozone), and nitrogen dioxide gases
as air contaminants.50
In the same year, the Clean Water Act was enacted by the House
of Commons.

The law authorized the establishment of water quality

management areas by collaboration with provincial governments.

The

Act called for the achievement of water quality standards suitable
for protection and propagation of aquatic life and for water recrea¬
tion.

The Act has provisions for dealing with petroleum spills that

may affect water and land.

It also called for the protection of the

quality of all resources of drinking water - surface waters, groundwaters, and aquifers.

It also has implications for petroleum
4

products control.51
Other major legislative initiatives with implications for the
control of petroleum products include the Ocean Dumping Act and the
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Fisheries Act, both of 1975.

The Ocean Dumping Act was passed in

the Canadian Parliament in 1975 to reflect Canada's commitment to
marine environmental quality and to fulfill international obliga¬
tions under the London dumping convention.

The Act concentrates on

toxic substances priority whereby the disposal of toxic wastes at
the seas is regulated through a system of permits and inspections
administered by the Environmental Protection Service.

In essence,

the permit is a measure of a commitment to protecting human health,
marine life, and legitimate uses of the seas.52
The permit system facilitates enforcement of the Act.

Inspec¬

tions are conducted to verify compliance with the terms of the
permit.

Inspectors appointed by the Act may seize or detain any

ship or aircraft suspected of violating any provisions of the Act or
regulation, including the terms and conditions of dumping permits.
If a permit is refused to any potential applicant or if the
applicant is dissatisfied with the operating conditions specified
therein, he may appeal and call for a board review.

A board may be

established to hear objections from the general public to the
granting of any permit, or the terms under which it is issued.
The Fisheries Act mandates the establishment of effluent
standards for the refineries.
petroleum products control.

It also has implications for
The Transportation of Dangerous Goods

Act is responsible for the transportation not only of petroleum
products and related derivatives but also other potentially toxic
materials in the environment.

The Hazardous Product Act is
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essentially a product-oriented statute which relies upon the use of
schedules to the Act and regulations to deal with specific hazardous
products in the environment.

It also has implications for petroleum

products control.33
Of utmost significance was the introduction of the Environ¬
mental Contaminants Act enacted by the House of Commons in 1976.

It

also has implications for the control of petroleum products in the
environment.

The Act mandated the creation of an advisory council

on environmental contaminants, composed of not more than ten
members, to be appointed by the Minister of the Environment and the
Minister of National Health and Welfare.

The role of the advisory

council was to give advice to the Minister of the Environment on
matters that were brought to its attention or referred to it
concerning notification assessments and procedures and policy
issues.

The advisory council may also make recommendations to the

Minister concerning the administration of the Act.

The entire

regulation on petroleum products is comprehensive and deals with it
from cradle to grave34

(from point of manufacture until disposal).

The Regulatory Processes:

A Comparative Analysis

The Canadian legislature operates in a parliamentary democracy
where rules and regulations are issued and mandated to the regula
tory agency for enforcement.

The Nigerian system is one of a

military authoritarian regime where rules and regulations are issued
directly from the armed forces ruling council to the Petroleum
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Inspectorate division of the National Oil Corporation and to other
multinational corporations through sets of agreements.

One obvious

reason for this difference lies in the degree of stability and
volatility inherent in Nigeria's political process.

Canada enjoys a

relatively stable political system in contrast to that of Nigeria.
The varying degrees of political ideologies in the Canadian
political process, such as the liberal, the conservative, and the
radical views, do have an impact on the Canadian regulatory process.
The Canadian regulatory process consists of a complex chain of
regulatory actors which would include the public interest groups,
the Governor in Council, the Privy Council of the Canadian Justice
Department, the Joint Committee on Regulations of the House of
Commons, and above all the Legislature or House of Commons.

The

Nigerian regulatory process consists of simple chain of regulatory
actors which would include the armed forces ruling council, the
Board of Directors of the National Oil Corporation, and the
Petroleum Inspectorate Division of the National Oil Corporation.
Recently, public interest groups have begun to form, but their
impact in the regulatory process is still quite minimal.
The final stages of the regulatory processes in Canada and
Nigeria are about the same.

The final stages involve the

publication of the materials for regulation in the Canadian and
Nigerian Gazettes, respectively.
The petroleum products legislation in Nigeria consists of a
series of piecemeal measures devoid of a statutory regulation
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framework.

The Canadian statutory regulatory framework embraces all

toxic substances with implications for petroleum products control.
For example, in Nigeria there's no Clean Air Act or Decree which
would address the release of toxic petroleum byproducts and other
toxic substances in the environment.
In Nigeria, the Chief Commissioner for Mines and Power and the
Chief Inspector of the Petroleum Inspectorate division interpret the
statutory provisions and oversee its compliance and enforcement.
The compliance with regulations in Canada is determined solely by
the Minister of Environment and then only when several avenues for
compliance have failed.
%

The Canadian regulatory process provides for the incorporation
of an economic impact analysis into the regulation.

This considera¬

tion takes into account the potential inflationary impact of the
economic regulation.

Nigeria has yet to do this, although prelim¬

inary discussions of the matter have occurred.
There are extensive federal government roles in both Canada and
Nigeria.

However, the Canadian provincial governments also have the

right to make their own regulations as they see fit.

There are

federal and provincial bilateral agreements on the resolution of
possible conflicts in regulatory matters.

The regional measures in

Nigeria are carefully made not to conflict with the federal regula
tory guidelines.

In other words, the regional regulations, if any,

are made not to be superimposed on the federal regulatory guidelines.

The reasons

for the difference with the Canadian approach
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lie in the confederate nature of the provinces in Canada where the
provincial regulations are given their due respect.

Nigeria is not

a confederacy.
The Nigerian body of regulatory laws is characterized by a
series of piecemeal actions such as the Navigable Waters Decree, the
Oil Terminal Decree, the Mineral Oil Act of 1959, the Petroleum
Pipeline Transportation (Amendment) Act of 1965, the Petroleum
Decree #99, and other contractual agreements.

The Canadian

legislation includes the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the
Fisheries Act, the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act, the
Environmental Contaminants Act, and the Canadian Hazardous Products
Act.

All these have implications for the control of petroleum

products.
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CHAPTER

V

THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN NIGERIA

Introduction

This section of the thesis is an examination of the structure
and function of higher education in Nigeria,

it begins with

education as an instrument of social policy:

higher education and

the pertinent legislation.

It also traces the historical

development of higher education in Nigeria from 1925 to the modern
times.

To begin this chapter, a discussion on the concept of higher

education seems appropriate.
There are mixed views, however, in most discussions on higher
education.

While the lack of consensus may be partly attributed to

the difficulty in viewing the subject in a detached and unbiased
manner, it seems likely that these mixed reactions stem from the
failure to conceptualize clearly what higher education is all about
and having overcome this difficulty, to define the

proper

role

higher education in a wider context.
Several views shared in the literature do reflect on aspects
which perhaps testifies to the difficulties of arriving at what
would be deemed to be the correct relationship between higher
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education and for example public policy.

While there is much merit

in arguing for the universality of the relationships that might be
applicable to all political systems and times (more so in view of
the built-in norms pertaining to academic community such as its
"universal" character and the unflinching commitment to truth and
knowledge), the other argument, that higher education must be
tailored to suit specific situations and circumstances, appears to
be the overriding positive characteristic of higher education.1

The

controversy may not be easily labelled as the differences between
idealists or functionalists, although such epithets have been
frequently used.

It is important, however, to point out that both

\

schools of thought do subscribe sometimes to similar objectives in
arguing their particular merits.

For instance, the argument to

strengthen the national needs case do not lose sight of the overall
importance of higher education in redefining social norms or the
provisions of intellectual and societal leadership.

There's also a

symmetrical argument by the idealist that higher education could
best serve the societal interests, but only if its enormous position
is observed.

An example of this thinking is expressed by a scholar-

administrator who observed thus:
Whether created by public or private funds, the town
feels more and more its right to challenge and censor the
gown. . . . These demands met by the integrity of
academic response can, and I believe will, stimulate
rather than stultify University life.
In the long run
the University does exist for the public good. But in
its own way, neither as a branch office of government
department, nor as the assembly line to mass produce
personnel for industry.2
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Yet there is no denying that, controversy aside, the term
higher education remains ambiguous.

This term has been used inter¬

changeably with tertiary education and post-secondary education.
The confusion arises partly because it is difficult to demarcate
higher education from other levels of education.

Are higher schools

and the schools of basic studies in Nigeria part of higher education
or should they fall within the purview of pre-University education?
Are teacher training colleges in Nigeria part of the higher educa¬
tion system or are they just institutions for the training of
teachers for primary school pupils exclusively?

Such confusions

have been compounded by the different educational systems in
different nations and cultures.

Even if we accept the common use of

the term higher education to include all aspects of tertiary educa¬
tional institutions, it becomes apparent that a large number of
institutions with various functions and roles could be subsumed
under this heading.

The question that immediately arises is the

extent of compatibility existing among these institutions when their
roles and scope vary significantly.

In the Nigerian context,

universities and federal colleges of education, federal polytechnics
and professional institutes all have symbolic interpretations.

Is

it then justifiable therefore to lump all these institutions under
an "umbrella" classification when roles, capabilities, and even
rationale for their existence differ considerably?
In discussing the role which higher education should play in
public policy, particularly as it relates to the Nigerian regulatory
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process, it becomes apparent that the search for an acceptable modus
vivendi is far from over.

Among developing nations of the world,

the sense of national urgency is probably at its highest as politi¬
cal leaders are compelled and impelled by the desire to accelerate
the pace of modernization.

An outcome of this driving force is the

heightened need to mobilize all available resources as found in
institutions of higher education to this overriding goal.3 More than
ever, government policies affecting higher education are premised
not merely on basic educational objectives but the extent to which
these institutions of higher education can contribute to the
national efforts and public policy as defined by the political
elites.

Themes like relevance, functionalism, and positive contri¬

butions all strike common chords among political leaders in their
relations with those involved in higher education.

On the other

hand, as such institutions are financially dependent on the govern¬
ment for their development, effective functioning based on recurrent
expenditures, the government or the political class is drawn more
and more into the decision-making processes of these higher
educational institutions.
The mobilization efforts which are characteristic of the style
of the political leadership and the dependency by the institutions
of higher education on the government for funds becomes a control¬
ling determinant of the relationship between higher education and
•.

the government.

Since the political arena represents the most

important element in public policy making, the relationships between
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the political leadership and the institutions of higher education
are probably most crucial.

Thus higher education and public policy

can be viewed, in most cases, as a continuous process of interac¬
tions and reactions, a dynamic process in the context of an everevolving change.

The table below represents education as a social

policy in Nigeria since 1925.
Table 1.

Date

Education & Social Policy in Nigeria (1925-1981):
Major Events

Legislation & Major
Official Reports

Other Reports & Major
Events Discussed in
Dissertation

j 1925

Phelpes-Stokes Commission

1926

Education Ordinance 1926:

1929

Educational Reconstruction

1943

Elliot's Commission:
Elliot's recommendations on
educational policy on higher
education in British West
Africa

1945

Asquith Commission: Recom¬
mendation on the establish¬
ment of a University college
in British West Africa

1945

Colonial Development & Welfare
Act:
Series of educational
policies reviewed & formulation
of ten-year plan on educational

1

Centralization of Edu¬
cational control in
Nigeria.

development.

continued on next page.
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Table 1.

j Date

(continued)

Legislation & Major
Official Reports

Other Reports & Major
Events Discussed in
Dissertation

! 1946

Approval granted to the
Elliot Commission Report
by the Secretary of State
of Colony.

| 1948

Education Ordinance: The
regionalization of boards
of education in the three
geographically divided
regions.

| 1959

Ashby Commission: An
inquiry into the need for
more higher educational
institutions on a long¬
term basis.
Ashby's Report imple¬
mented evidenced by
the proliferation of
Educational Inst.

1960

1969

Nigerian National Curriculum
conference:
A synthesis of
a philosophy for the
Nigerian education system.
The federal govern¬
ment promulgated the
second National dev.
plan based on the
National conference
recommendations.

1970

1972

Educational Legislation:
Transfer of Higher Edu¬
cation to the Exclusive
legislative list.

continued on next page.
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Table 1.

Legislation & Major
Official Reports

Date

\

(continued)

1973

National Seminar on Edu¬
cation: concern on Admin¬
istrative control policy
of educational institutions.

1975

Third National dev. plan:
Review of National Edu¬
cational goals.

1977

White paper on Education:
Lifelong education policy
& mass literacy campaign.

1978

Blueprint on Education:
Policy defined educational
planning as a continued
process.

1981

The fourth National dev.
plan was launched:
Re¬
view of educational
policy for the 1980s.

Hiaher Education in Nigeria:

Other Reports & Major
Events Discussed in
Dissertation

A Historical Review

The history of higher education in Nigeria is linked
extensively to the advent of missionary activities in the 1860s.
The missionaries certainly ignited the interest of the Africans in
Western education.

Other notable historians argue that history of

higher education can be traced to the abolition of slavery and the
resettlement of the freed slaves in Sierra Leone in 1787.

The first

known Nigerian to receive higher education degrees was the legendary
Samuel Ajayi Crowther.

Ajayi, history has it, was captured and sold
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into slavery as a child, freed, and trained in Sierra Leone and then
later in Britain by the Anglican Church Missionary society as a
minister.3
The Fourah Bay College was founded in Sierra Leone in British
West Africa in 1827 by the Church missionary society.

This college

played a pivotal role in the history of higher education not only in
Nigeria but in British West Africa.

The institution, more than any

other in or out of West Africa, opened the way to higher education
for students from all the former British colonies which included
Gambia, Sierra Leone, Ghana and Nigeria.

The college essentially

produced educated Africans with specializations in the ecclesias¬
tical order.

The college produced scores of clergymen, school

principals, teachers, and civil servants.6
As the educated Africans from this higher educational institu¬
tion came home and occupied Western-styled government positions with
enviable lifestyles, it stirred the interest of parents to send
their children to higher institutions of learning at any cost.

The

contributions of parents and relatives to higher education were as
important as the role played by the early missionary activities in
stirring the African interest in education.

The scenario is well

illustrated by the proverbial "You can force the horse to the
stream, but you cannot force him to drink." And so private efforts
and initiatives by parents, clubs, organizations, and ethnic groups
became the incentive to the new generation of Africans to pursue the
"golden fleece" of higher education.
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Towards the end of the 1800s, the Nigerian public began to
press for a higher educational institution in their country without
having to travel thousands of miles to get to it.

Two distinguished

West African educators, James Horton of Sierra Leone and Edward
Blyden agitated tirelessly for the development of higher educational
institutions in British West Africa.

By 1908, the colonial

government started to provide some form of higher education training
by establishing departmental training programs.
to train the lower echelon only.
College was established.

But its policy was

To this end, the Yaba Higher

It was not officially opened until 1934, a

few years after the depression.
vocational courses and training.

The college was designed to offer
The African elite at the time,

however, criticized in vain the limited curriculum of the college.7
In view of the quest for the development of higher educational
institutions, an advisory committee on education was set up by the
colonial government in 1923.

Dr. Jesse Jones, a Negro educational

leader at Hampton Institute, U.S.A., led the Advisory Committee on
Education to Africa.

The advisory committee was sponsored and

funded by the Carnegie Foundations, an exclusively American
enterprise.

In 1925, the Advisory Committee submitted its report on

educational policy in British West Africa to the Secretary of State
for the colonies.8
This bold initiative chaired by Jesse Jones was out of concern
to give a helping hand to Africa in the continent to liberate itself
intellectually from the clutches of colonialism.

Okafor, a Nigerian
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educator, contends that the recommendations of the commission
resulted in a significant turning point in African education.

It

was a milestone in the development of higher education in Africa.
The efforts of Jesse Jones stirred up an academic revolution in
Africa.
In addition to the commission chaired by Jesse Jones in 1923,
two years later another study group was set up, the Phelps-Stokes
Commission.

Phelps-Stokes was an American philanthropic and

missionary backed organization, founded in 1910, to help promote
education for blacks in America and Africa.

Education was rather

forced on the colonial government by the report of the Phelps-Stokes
commission published in 1925 as Education Policy in Tropical Africa.
The passing of the education ordinance by the Nigerian legislative
council in 1926, added momentum to the Phelps-Stokes report for it
created a favorable climate for more positive actions on broadening
the education policy.
The education ordinance of 1926 was aimed at providing a better
quality education through (1)
and supervision,

increased direct government control

(2) co-operation with voluntary agencies by means

of increased subsidies to schools and training institutions, and (3)
by an attempt to improve the quality and status of teachers.

The

ordinance gave endorsement, order, and direction to educational
development.

The education ordinance was an expanded form of the

Phelps-Stokes report, for it recognized and re-emphasized government
need to invest enormously on education.

The most positive effect of
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the ordinance was in the proliferation of schools in the country¬
sides.

That meant more enrollees in the schools.

In 1943, the Secretary of State for the colonies in Lagos
appointed the "Elliot's Commission." Its mission was to plan an
educational policy on higher education in West Africa.

According to

Fafunwa, the setting up of the commission marked a new era in the
history of higher education in West Africa:

for one thing, it was

the first of its kind in any branch of education in West Africa;
secondly, because its recommendations breathed new life into the
anaemic colleges of West Africa with the result that the establish¬
ment of a new University College was contemplated for the first
time, and thirdly because it was the first authoritative commission
to include three African educators among its fourteen members.9
The commission10 was headed by Sir Walter Elliot.

Other

members included Rev. Ransome Kuti, K. A. Korsah of Ghana, E. H.
Taylor Cummings of Sierra Leone, Julian Huxley of Britain and Arthur
Creech Jones and Margaret Reed of the University of London.
Commission began its inquiry in September of 1943.

The

It took oral and

written evidence in London and in Vest Africa from groups such as
missionary societies. Vest African students in Britain and various
commercial and industrial firms opening in Vest Africa.

In 1945,

the commission submitted its report to the Secretary of State for
the colonies.

It recommended among others the establishment of

university colleges in Nigeria, Ghana, and Sierra Leone.11
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The Commission12 further suggested that the college in Nigeria
should have faculties of Arts and Science, schools of Agriculture,
Forestry, Veterinary Science, Medicine, and a department of teacher
training.

It also recommended that the college in Ghana have

faculties of arts and sciences and more importantly an institute of
education to specialize in educational research and teacher
training; the Sierra Leone was to include arts and science up to
intermediate level and courses in teacher training.

There was a

consensus among the members of the commission that the university
college in Nigeria be located in Ibadan.

Presumably, that location

could have been chosen on tribal chauvinism, since the commission
itself had members from the Yoruba tribe.

Ibadan seems the most

logical place in view of its centrality and historical importance in
the minds of the Yoruba tribe.

Tribal politics in Nigeria is

traceable to events of this nature in the early 1930s.
In June of 1945, another commission on higher education was
formed; the "Asquith Commission."

The commission13 was deemed

necessary soon after the preceding commissions, because (1) there
was an increased demand for higher education in the African
population;

(2) the commissions served as a legitimate force to

extract concessions from the colonial government in the interest of
the African people particularly in education and (3)

it reflected

the serious nature of the demand for higher education in British
West Africa.
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The recommendations of the Asquith Commission re-emphasized the
need for the establishment of a university college in each of the
British West African states.

The recommendations include the

following:
1.

That a university college be established in each of the
West African colonies;

2.

That each university be entirely residential, co¬
educational and in tradition of the British universities
and each to be autonomous;

3.

That each university college be initially affiliated with
the University of London so that graduates receive the

\

University of London degrees; and
4.

That an inter-University Council on Higher Education in
the colonies be set up, with headquarters in London.14
According to the Commission's recommendations, the inter

University Council on Higher Education was to cooperate with the
colonial university colleges, to foster the advancement of these
university colleges to full status in a timely fashion and moreover
to assist the new university colleges in staff recruitment, academic
preparations and in other matters relating to the developments.
Significant developments took place before the establishment of
the first university in Nigeria in 1948.

For example, in 1945,

under the British Colonial Development and Welfare Act, series of
educational policies were reviewed and a comprehensive memorandum
was drawn up with a view to formulating a ten-year plan of
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educational development.

This memorandum formed the basis for an

application of assistance under the 1945 British statute.

The major

provisions of this proposal included the extension of facilities for
secondary education and teacher training, the establishment of rural
education centers, the development of technical education and the
establishment of higher educational institutions.

In 1946, these

proposals were strengthened by the introduction of the Richards'
constitution, which firmly set the proposals in motion.

The

Richards' constitution marked the expansion of the federal legis¬
lature and the increase in the African membership.

The policy

makers, with an overwhelming African majority in the legislature,
\

departed from the foot-dragging proclivities of the previous legis¬
latures

(that had few African members) on educational policy

reforms.
In July of 1946, the colonial Secretary of State granted
approval to the minority report of the Elliot Commission after a
careful study of the proposals.

In 1948, an educational ordinance

was enacted by the federal legislature in Lagos; it provided a most
logical basis of control over the development of educational systems
by providing a set of criteria by which assistance to federally
owned and voluntary agency schools could be determined.
In the same year, 1948, the University college in Ibadan opened
its doors.

Among the first students recruited was the legendary
*

Chinua Achebe, the novelist.

a

The inter-University Council played a

pivotal role in the development of the University of Ibadan in
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determining the policy of the college, in the recruitment of staff
and in drawing up of academic programs, in financial, organiza¬
tional, constitutional, and in instructional matters.

Thus, in

1948, the British pattern of higher education with all its strengths
and weaknesses and with London and Cambridge Universities serving as
models, was important into West Africa.

To maintain an academic

standard consistent with the standards of the British universities,
the inter-Universities Council kept a hawk's eye on the curriculum,
recruitment of staff, and on the question of the recognition of
diplomas and certificates.
In 1949, the federal legislature in Lagos appointed another
commission to assess the need for establishing colleges of higher
technical education.

F. J. Harlow, Principal of Chelsea Polytechnic

(London), and W. H. Thorp, the then Nigerian deputy Director of Edu¬
cation, constituted the two-man commission.

The pair's report led

to the establishment in 1952 of the Nigerian colleges of Arts,
Science, and Technology in Ibadan, Enugu, and Zaria.
In 1959, the legislature, in an attempt to expand education and
to improve its quality, formed a commission composed of Nigerian,
American, and British educators.

The commission of inquiry was

chaired by the distinguished British educator, Sir Eric Ashby, of
Cambridge, England.

One of the primary concerns of the commission

was to conduct an investigation into Nigeria’s need in the areas of
post-school certificate and, most importantly, on higher education.
It was another landmark in the history of higher education in
Nigeria.
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The commission began its task as designated by the legislature
on May 3, 1959.

On September 2, 1960, it submitted its reports and

findings to the Federal Ministry of Education.

The commissioners

toured extensively in Nigeria, some parts of West Africa, Great
Britain and the U.S.A.

And, like the earlier Elliot Commission,

they collected oral and written evidence from a variety of sources
which included voluntary agencies, public service commissions,
employers of labor, premiers, governors, and selected individuals.
In the light of the Commission's findings, it proposed the
following for the federal government thus:
1.

The federal government should give support to the
development of new University of Nigeria in addition to
the University of Ibadan.
2.
A university should be established in the Northern part
of the country using the old site of the Nigerian college
in Zaria as its initial base.
3.
A University College, Ibadan, originally an affiliate of
the University of London, was to become autonomous and
independent of the British university.
4.
A university should be established in Lagos with day and
evening degree courses in business, commerce, and
economics.
5.
All universities in Nigeria should be national in
character
5.
There should be a wider diversity and greater flexibility
in University education.
7.
All the universities should have B.A. (Educ) courses.
8.
Courses in Engineering, Medicine, Law, Commerce,
Agriculture, etc., should be offered.
9.
The new Nigerian universities should be independent of
one another and each should confer its own degrees.
10. The development of a National Universities Commission to
be set up to have undisputed control over the affairs of
the universities, particularly in terms of finance,
staff, and courses.13

Subsequent to the recommendations by the Ashby Commission, the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka, was established in the Eastern region
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of the country, Ahmadu Bello University was established in the
Northern part of the country, and the University of Lagos was
established in the federal territory of Lagos, while the University
of Ife was established in the Western part of the country.

At

independence, there were 1,136 students in all the Nigerian
universities.

By 1973, the student population had risen to 50,000.

This figure represents a 20 percent annual growth rate.
With the increased demand for higher education in the middle
and late 1970s, the government embarked on the establishment of more
universities.

Southern students constituted a greater part of

enrollment than students from the Northern part of the country.

As

\

a result of this disparity, the federal government created the Joint
Matriculation Board.

The task of the Joint Matriculation Board was

to coordinate university admissions in line with the need to foster
national consciousness and to help enhance a fair representation of
all parts of the country.

In essence, the enrollment policies were

instituted to obtain a measurable degree of equity in nationwide
admission on higher education.
In 1969, the Federal Educational Research Council sponsored a
national conference on curriculum development.

The conference

essentially created a forum for the discussion of a wide range of
issues and problems underlying the determination of an appropriate
curriculum for the nation’s schools.
philosophy of education.

It was a search for a national

The recommendations of the conference

served as a basis for the government's educational programs of the
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1970s, such that was included in the national development plans and
efforts.16
In 1972, the federal government published in the national
paper, Daily Times, of August 21, a landmark piece of legislation
which read thus:
The supreme Military Council has decided that the federal
government should henceforth assume full responsibility
for higher education throughout the country, with the
proviso that the status quo in respect to the existing
universities should be maintained.
It also decided that
education should become the concurrent responsibility of
both the federal and state governments be transferred to
the concurrent legislative list.17

This piece of legislation was a decision of the federal government
to amend the Republic constitution of 1963.

By doing this, the

federal government believed it would have unlimited authority in the
planning of a national education policy, particularly in higher
education.

And by transferring higher education to the exclusive

legislative list, the federal government would have greater control
over the establishment of new universities and other important
institutions of higher education in the country.

In addition, it

would also be able to influence the existing higher educational
institutions to reflect national aspirations and goals.

Based on

this piece of legislation, it gave impetus for the establishment of
more universities in the country which actually opened their doors
in the 1980s.
Other significant government policies on education include the
1977 federal government's white paper and the 1978 blueprint on
national policies on education.

The white paper on education of
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1977 referred to the desire for lifelong education which would
enable Nigerians to study while working.

Under this policy, the

federal government embarked on a mass literacy campaign which was
supported by UNESCO.18
The Government's19 blueprint of 1978 essentially defined
educational planning as a continuous process of obtaining and
analyzing facts and, from an empirical basis, of providing
information to decision makers on how well the education system is
accomplishing its goals.

In particular, it dealt with the cost-

effectiveness of educational programs and specific projects and how
it could be improved.

The blueprint was a vital policy statement

that sought to reactivate the Nigerian educational administrative
process.

Other important vehicles of government policies on

education included the use of development plans to review and make
further improvements on education, such as were used in 1975 and
1980.

The 1980s witnessed a proliferation of universities, colleges

of education, and polytechnics.

These were the products of the

previous policies on national education.

Higher Education:

The Administrative Structure

The period of regionalized education in Nigeria began with the
introduction of the MacPherson Constitution in 1951.

This

constitution provided for democratic elections to the regional
assemblies, empowered each region to raise and appropriate funds
and, more importantly, it empowered the regions to pass laws on
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education.

In 1967, at the creation of the states, more ministries

of education were created with the federal Ministry of Education in
Lagos acting as the nucleus of the federal educational process.
The federal Commissioner for Education is the highest ranking
official of the government who reports directly to the federal
government.

It is essentially a political appointment.

The next in

order is the Permanent Secretary of the federal Ministry of Educa¬
tion.

He is the second in command and he reports directly to the

Commissioner for Education.
Permanent Secretary.

The next in rank would be the deputy

As the title implies, he reports directly to

the Permanent Secretary in the day-to-day bureaucratic activities of
the Ministry of Education.
The federal government has an overall leverage on the important
decisions affecting education of the nation such as may involve the
general study programs to be offered, the length of these general
programs and the localization of higher education.

The federal

government uses the federal Ministry of Education as its extension
in policy making.

In essence, there is a centralization of author¬

ity and decision making in the educational administrative process in
Nigeria.
In any centralized administrative process, the major decisions
are made at the upper administrative level of government.

Subor¬

dinates usually exercise very little initiative in the decision¬
making process.

According to Richard and Farmercentralized

control has been the traditional process in the chain of command in
most educational organizations.
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Dunn et al.21 contend that over-centralization at the local
decision-making processes has a tendency to congest communications
and delay decision-making processes.

Richard and Farmer22 attribute

most centralization in decision-making processes to financial
constraints as well as other administrative reasons.

A major reason

for the centralization of the educational system in Nigeria could
lie in budgetary constraints as suggested by Richard et al.
However, most developing nations are always in this predicament,
particularly in early stages of national development.
However, Waldo et al.23 argue in favor of administrative
centralization by contending that this process gives the decision
maker a firm control over the use of scarce or limited resources and
assures, in the process, conformity with the operations performed.
Waldo also contends that the process of centralization, in essence,
makes it possible for the skills of the top executive to be tapped
for a constructive productivity.

Higher Education:

Administrative Organizations and Functions

At the central level of the administrative educational
processes for higher education are the National Universities
Commission, the National Board tor Technical Education and the
National Education Research Council.

These form the bulk of the

administration of higher education, the creation and dissemination
of policies and the administration of educational programs, usually
at the advice of the federal government.
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Figure 1
Administrative Structure of Higher Education
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The National Universities Commission has an overall planning
mandate for higher education, and this is exercised in consultation
with other agencies.

The Commission was established in 1962 as a

Department of the then Cabinet Office, two years after independence,
to act as a "buffer" between the governments of the federation and
the universities.

It is important to note that the establishment

was based on the recommendations of the Ashby Commission in
September of I960.24
In 1974, the National Universities Commission was reconstituted
by Act #1 as a corporate body.

The federal government believed that

the Act would enhance the educational policy of the federal
government in terms of creating more institutions of higher
education in the country as to satisfy popular demands for higher
education.

The same measure also provides that the National

Universities Commission have a Chairman, an Executive Secretary, and
six members appointed on individual merit by the head of the federal
government.

These appointments were essentially designed to

represent commercial, industrial, and professional interests; the
Permanent Secretaries of the Federal Ministries of Education,
Finance, National Planning, and Health.

Others include members from

the Nigerian Universities representing the following disciplines;
Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary Sciences, Humanities, Medical
Sciences, and various other disciplines.
The broad functions of the National Universities Commission
relate to coordination, development, and financing of universities
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and other higher educational institutions such as Federal Colleges
of Education and Federal Polytechnic Colleges and other federal
Research Institutes.
1.

They include the following:

to advise the Head of the federal government through the
Minister of Education on the creation of new universities
and other degree-granting institutions in Nigeria;

2.

to prepare, after consultation with all the state govern¬
ments, the universities, the National Manpower Board and
such other bodies as it considers appropriate, periodic
master plans for the balanced and coordinated development
of universities in Nigeria and such plans include:
a.

the general programs to be pursued by the universi¬
ties in order to ensure that they are fully adequate
to national needs and objectives.

b.

recommendations for the establishment and location of
new universities and when considered necessary, and

c.

recommendations for the establishment of new facul¬
ties for post-graduate institutions on the approval
or disapproval to establish such faculties or insti¬
tutions.

3.

to make such other investigations relating to higher edu¬
cation that the Commission may consider in the national
best interest;

4.

to make such other recommendations to the federal govern¬
ment and state governments or to the Universities
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relating to higher education as the Commission may consider in the national best interest;
5.

to inquire into and advise the federal government on the
financial needs, both recurrent and capital, of Univer¬
sity education in Nigeria, and study the financial needs
of the university research and to ensure that adequate
provisions are made for this in the institutions of
higher education;

6.

to receive block grants from the federal government and
allocate them to the institutions of higher education in
accordance with such formula as may be consistent with
the adopted principles of the federal Executive Council;

7.

to take into account, in advising the federal government
on university finances, such grants as may be made to the
universities by state governments and by persons and
institutions in and outside Nigeria;

8.

to collate, analyze, and publish informations relating to
university education in Nigeria and from other sources
where such information is relevant to the discharge of
its functions under the 1974 Act #1;

9.

to undertake periodic reviews of the terms and conditions
of service of personnel engaged in the universities and
to make recommendations thereon to the federal government
where appropriate;
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10.

to recommend to the visitor of a university that a visi¬
tation be made to such university as and when it con¬
siders it necessary;

11.

to act as the agency for channeling all external aid to
the universities in Nigeria; and

12.

to carry out such other activities as are conducive to
the discharge of its functions under the 1974 Act #1.29

In essence, the Commission commands a very significant position
in the administration of higher educational institutions in Nigeria.
Its power is even exerted over the state-owned universities and
federal colleges of education.
The National Board of Technical Education reviews and monitors
the progress of technical colleges, such as technical teacher educa¬
tion colleges at the post-secondary level, and the polytechnic
colleges.

Other roles of the National Board of Technical Education

include the disbursement of federal funds on a matching basis for
recurrent and capital expenditures for state government-owned
colleges of technology.26
The National Education Research Council serves, more or less,
as a national clearinghouse for educational programs.

It initiates

and monitors the development of educational programs wherever it may
be needed in the national interest.

Another important functional

organ of higher education is the Joint Admission and Matriculation
Board (JAMB).

It is charged with the responsibility for coordina¬

ting university admissions on a national basis.

Its goals are to
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ensure and foster in the process a national consciousness and in
addition to enhance the federal character27 of the national univer¬
sities.

It essentially reviews and monitors the universities’

enrollment policies.
Other important organs of the educational administrative pro¬
cess in Nigeria include the use of boards of education and commit¬
tees.

The institutionalization of the boards of education in

Nigeria began during the colonial administration.

That legacy was

transferred to the present educational administrative process in
Nigeria.

Fafunwa, a distinguished Nigerian educator, contends that

the boards of education were created with the goal of effecting the
appointments of required school personnel, to review and possibly
terminate personnel, to develop and promote school personnel, to
review and develop inservice training programs of teachers, to
effect the supervision of academic instruction, to oversee the
administration of schools, to oversee the maintenance of school
facilities, and to review and disburse grants.28
The committees most often used in Nigerian higher education are
Ad hoc committees, faculty committees, and Inter-university
Chancellor's committees, to mention but a few.

The committee repre¬

sents an institutional vehicle available to the school administra¬
tors to perform a particular function such as fact finding, decision
making, investigations, or actions directed towards the resolution
of specific matters of interest and concern that are in the best
interest of the growth of the institution.

The committees may be
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used to assist in research projects, to establish institutional
goals, plan budgets, formulate institutional policies, seek to
communicate vital information, and to generate and coordinate ideas
about the administration of higher education.
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CHAPTER

VI

THE NIGERIAN REGULATORY PROCESS: THE MEDIATING ROLE
OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Education is a total life process for solving problems.

Higher

education in the recent times, in view of its enormous resources and
potential, has become an armory of the highest cultivated skills and
knowledge in the resolution of complex social problems.

As such, it

acts as a mediator in promoting change and in reducing the burdens
of the complex social problems created by man.
In improving the Nigerian regulatory process, the enormous
potential of higher education becomes indispensable.

Formal and

non-formal types of education are usually the most common means and
methods for effecting change.

Most educational programs are need-

based, problem-oriented, and action-oriented.

The fundamental

objective of most educational programs is to awaken the
consciousness of the population and thus mobilize them into active
participation.

In discussing the role of higher education in the

Nigerian regulatory process, some fundamental questions will have to
be addressed.

The first question is "What can higher educational

institutions in Nigeria do to improve the Nigerian regulatory
process?"

The second question is "How is research translated into
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regulatory policies?" And the third question is "How well are these
institutions of higher education in Nigeria prepared to make this
contribution and, if they are not prepared, what kind of changes can
be expected?

These are some of the questions whose answers are

important in the understanding of the role of higher education in
the Nigerian regulatory process.

The Nigerian Regulatory Process:

A Reorganization

Higher education in Nigeria relates centrally to developing a
viable and effective regulatory process.

A reorganization of the

Nigerian regulatory process requires the introduction of higher
education for hydrocarbon pollution control legislation by the
federal government.

This would initiate the mobilization process of

the Nigerian population into active participation in the Nigerian
regulatory process.
The legislation would legitimate the involvement of higher
education in educating the community to understand problems associa¬
ted with petroleum products in the environment.

An important clause

in this decree would prescribe educational programs by the courts
for violators of regulations.

The decree would also encourage

interest group proliferation and thus enable their participation in
the regulatory process.
In the execution of this legislative program a planning
strategy*
following:

for implementation is very crucial and would require the
the formation of an initial planning committee, the
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assessment of national experience and available resources in
environmental education, the evaluation of environmental education
needs and priorities, and the establishment of a national environ¬
mental educational planning committee.

The skills of distinguished

educators at higher educational institutions in the country will be
invaluable in the orchestration of this program.

Detailed

discussions of the procedures are these:
Forming an Initial Planning Committee
The federal commissioner for education under a mandate from the
federal government will have to form an initial committee (20-25
people)

that will present a wide variety of environmental education

interests and expertise.

The committee will be expected to remain

reasonably active throughout the planning, implementation and
evaluation phases which should take place over a period of five
years.

The committee should have staff assistance from educators in

the Ministry of Education and from the institutions of higher
education with fairly reasonable experiences in community education.
The potential of the participants in the national adult literacy
campaign of 1975 should be tapped again.

The next step would

involve the assessment of national experience and available
resources in environmental education.2
Assessment of National Experience and Available Resources in
Environmental Education
This is an important aspect of the development stage of en
vironmental awareness program for the country.

It is important to

identify and use creatively available resources in designing the
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planning and management process.

The resource assessment will

include the identification of:
A.

Nigeria's experiences with environmental education, which
would include the assessment of the leaders of these
programs, instructional materials, and program
evaluations.

B.

Nigeria's most effective educational organizers, leaders,
institutions of higher education, innovators and
lecturers in community education or related fields.

C.

Experience, materials, plans, and ideas of Canada or
other friendly Western and African nations with similar
educational problems.

Assessment of Environmental Education Needs and Priorities
This stage of the program is also important.

It would involve

the identification of major needs and priorities in which a
comprehensive environmental education program might be directed.

A

questionnaire will be distributed to selected individuals from
various communities of the nation with (fairly reasonable) interests
in environmental or community education.

It should also be

distributed to representatives from diverse groups such as may
involve distinguished local chiefs and councilors and institutions
throughout Nigeria with potential interests in environmental or
community education.

The basic idea is to assess perceived

environmental education resources, needs, and priorities.

These

needs, resources and priorities include instructional materials,
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physical facilities, programs, personnel, funds, legislation, insti¬
tutions and organizations that may be vital to the success of the
program.

For example, an important asset in terms of the

organization is the Nigerian conservation foundation that was
founded in 1982.
The Establishment of a National Environmental Planning Committee
The fourth stage of the first phase of the program development
is the establishment of a national environmental planning
committee.3

The committee will represent a pool of a wide variety

of environmental education interests and expertise, presumably from
the institutions of higher education in the country.

Possible

members of the committee may include officials of the federal
ministry of education, ministries of national planning and
industries, teachers from various school levels, local chiefs and
reputable councilors in the community that may be an asset for a
non-formal type of community education, enlightened youths,
curriculum specialists, informed librarians, representatives of the
National Education Research Council, and representatives from the
various relevant professions from the institutions of higher
education.

Ecologists, sociologists, political scientists,

engineers, and legislators or some members of the ruling Military
Council will also be needed.
*

Phase II, the second phase of the program would involve the
planning of national conferences on environmental education under
the higher education-hydrocarbon legislation.

These conferences
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would be within the purview and orchestration of the National
Environmental Education Strategy Planning Committee.

The role of

the National Environmental Education Strategy Planning Committee
would be to develop a workable and realistic framework on which
short- and long-range strategies of environmental education can be
based.

At the completion of the framework, the committee plans a

national conference on environmental education, under the auspices
of the National Education Research Council of the federal Ministry
of Education in Lagos.

The conference should consist of about 200

to 300 people who can respond creatively to the initial phase of the
program and be able to provide valuable and constructive advice on
the plan to the national committee.

The conference will be designed

to encourage involvement of representatives of various interest
groups from various states in the country, representatives of labor
and trade, some elder councilors, representatives from the National
Oil Corporation, the Department of the Environment, and
representatives of potential implementing agencies.
At the completion of the national conference, the planning
committee will complete the short- and long-range plans including
specialization of implementational activities.

At this stage, the

implementation group can be involved and a comprehensive plan drawn
which would allocate and design authority.
*

Phase III of the program involves the separation of the shortand long-range goals and its process of management and implementa¬
tion.

It would outline the elements of the short-range planning
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and implementation, the long-range planning and implementation, and
the institutions

provisions assigned the management responsibili¬

ties for implementing the plans.

An important part of this phase

involves also the definition of the elements of the short- and longrange plans and how these can be effectively monitored and accom¬
plished within the first three years of inception.
The key elements of the short-range plan and implementation
should include setting the goals and objectives of the plan, identi¬
fying the target groups where these programs are most needed, formu¬
lating the methodology of approach, and the designation of the
process of implementation.

The overall objective of the short-range

plan would be to shape, develop, and evaluate Nigeria's environ¬
mental education planning and management capabilities.

At the

completion of this task, the next step would be the classification
of the long-range plans and process of implementation.
The long-range plan and implementation process should be
designed to last for about four to ten years.

These periods should

be used to develop Nigeria's environmental education plan and
management strengths.

The key elements of the long-range plans

include the type of programs, which would involve the identification
and the establishment of instructional programs for both formal and
non-formal types of education and the training of personnel.

It may

involve the development of instructional materials and the process
of evaluation.

Evaluation entails the process of development of

plans to assess component projects and overall projects to determine
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if the goals and objectives of the program are realized; and, if it
is not, how to make internal adjustments to reach the goals and
objectives.

The second aspect of the long-range plan is research.

Research aims to identify with precision the most effective
educational methods in the achievement of environmental education
objectives.

The research program may involve the dissemination of

the research findings.

Institutional arrangements are another key

element of the long-range plan.

The role of the institutional

arrangement would be to identify and establish a realistic division
of labor that would define specific areas of responsibilities for
particular governmental and non-governmental agents at the local,
state, and federal levels.

A fundamental goal of this arrangement

would be to reduce redundancies, promote complete coverage and
maximum cooperation among the chief actors in the implementation
process.
The communication system is also an important key element in
the long-range plan.

The role of the communication system is to

support the complex infrastructure that is certain to emanate from
environmental education.
important.

Its assessment by the committee is very

The committee will be expected to recommend and

implement the elements of an inexpensive, fast, and efficient system
of communication that should link performers, recipient audience,
and system monitors into a network, which will support the complex
infrastructure that may emanate in the process of environmental
education.
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The penultimate resources of the long-range plan are financial
resources, a critical important element.

The committee would assess

the financial needs of the program to complete planning and ensure
short-range implementation.

And the last of the long-range elements

is the implementation plan.

Implementation involves the process of

identification of a viable procedure to aid in the implementation of
the long-range plans.

This might include priorities and plans for

leadership of future planning and management.
Phase IV of the program is the evaluation and revision of the
national environmental education strategy.

A significant objective

of this phase of the program is the implementation of a national
evaluation system or plan that is designed to judge the national
strategy and to revise the strategy as necessary in order to achieve
the stated objectives of the program.

This phase of the program is

performed jointly with the national planning committee and the rep¬
resentatives of the governmental and non-governmental implementation
organization that must have been identified or formed initially in
the program.
As in any program, there are potential weaknesses and
strengths.

It is prudent to identify both before the program

begins, because to be forewarned is to be forearmed.

The strengths

include drawing upon the ideas and skills of more than a small
number of leaders, particularly from the local level.

It may

generate considerable interest and enthusiasm in building knowledge
of environmental education of petroleum products and other hydro¬
carbon derivatives.

It may foster the integration of planning and
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implementation activities of the program.

And it will have avail¬

able necessary staff and other resources for careful preparation of
short- and long-term plans of the program.

A salient weakness may

be the centralization involved, which may make it impossible for
much personal input.
staff and volunteers.

Other weaknesses include funds, skilled paid
To reduce constraints on finances, it is

advisable that funds be sought from both private and government
departments in the federation.4

Higher Education Hydrocarbon Legislation:
Developing a Program
for Petroleum Products Control in Industries

Under the higher education hydrocarbon legislation, there
should be a provision whereby petroleum corporations or related
industries will be required to provide training to the technicians.
The rationale behind this program is the incorporation of environ¬
mental ethics in the professional performance of the technicians in
the corporation.
Educational programs for petroleum corporations and other
related chemical corporations is a common practice in the West.
Usually the program is prescribed by a judge in the court system to
correct corporate behavior which is quite often linked to pollution
in the environment.

This prescription often comes only as an end

product of an exhaustive litigation battle between the administra¬
tive regulatory process and the petroleum corporation involved.
Quite often, the education program serves its purpose but only on a
short-term interest.

Making the program an integral part of the
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corporation's orientation programs at least for a year would be
prudent in sensitizing the technicians to environmental quality.
Other fundamental objectives of the program would be to:
A.

develop in the technician the conceptual background to
the whole field of environmental awareness;

B.

develop a working knowledge of the legal framework within
which the various ramifications of pollution legislation
exist in Nigeria and other Western countries like Canada;

C.

provide the requisite theoretical background to enable
the operative to interpret the data acquired on
pollution;

D.

to develop the technicians' skills in instrumentation,
sampling and operational techniques directly related to
pollution measurement in natural, work and built
environments; and

E.

to teach skills in environmental education.
A typical program for the petroleum corporation and other

related chemical corporations that may bring the above objectives is
shown in Table 2.3

The Institutions of higher education would be

able to provide these programs for the corporations
training.

technicians

Health seminars could be administered in the industry

after completion of arrangements with the individual higher
educational institution.
The federal government of Nigeria should establish a citizen
communication center to enhance the efficiency of the regulatory
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Table 2.

Summary of Curriculum Design

First Term
Course

|

Unit

Environmental Toxicology

3

Pollution, Legislation & Control

3

Chemistry of Pollutants

3

Health & Safety in Industry

1

I

Total Units

10

******************* *******

1

Second Term
Unit

Course

l

|

Environmental Ethics

3

Instrumental Pollution Analyses

3

Introduction to Management

3

Workshop

1

Total Units

10
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process.

The center should be established in the local government

authorities' headquarters, since these headquarters, in the Nigerian
context, have an enormous political implication.

The center would

be expected to provide technical assistance, research, and
educational services to citizens and community groups to remind the
petroleum corporations and other related petroleum-producing
corporations and the government of their duty to serve the interest
of all segments of the public.
centered about

The groups' activities would be

(1) opening the regulatory process to adversaries

procedures and participation by citizens;

(2) aiding citizens and

groups in participating in the regulatory decision-making process;
(3)

information the citizens and community groups of the rights to

participate in the decision-making process and to have access to
legal resources if need be, and (4) educating and training advocates
to assert these rights.
A public presence in the Nigerian regulatory process is long
overdue.

With the gradual grooming of the Department of the

Environment by the federal government, there is a need to establish
acceptable standards in the Nigerian regulatory process.

This would

require at least one major type of public sector oversight.

The

major type should be a lean and expert federal watchdog agency
likened to a national safety board.

The board must be independent

of existing federal agencies on pollution control and should be
staffed with experts to investigate all industrial facilities,
chemical accidents and to recommend safety improvements to the
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corporations, trade and labor groups, state governments and federal
agencies in Nigeria.

Such a board is crucial both to insure an

adequate flow of information and to help publicize the latest risk
reduction technologies for the petroleum and other related chemical
corporations in the nation.
The group should, as a rule of thumb, include some respected
elders of the communities, educators, and administrators as well as
science experts.

This group is important because none of the new

regulations contemplated or prescribed in this thesis and to be
enacted in the near future would prove effective without a consti¬
tuency of dedicated people willing to oversee their enforcement.
The elders' councils in the communities, engineers, educators, and
the city councilors must begin to use the World Bank manuals and
other new resources to be able to ask the basic safety questions of
their local chemical corporations.

This is because, without local

oversight, the newly contemplated federal and state regulations,
when enacted, could provide little more than a false sense of
security.6
There are considerable numbers of qualified scientists and
engineers in the higher educational institutions across the nation.
The federal government should be able to select these esteemed
scientists and engineers for advisory committees to review the
efforts of the expert officials of the Nigerian administrative
regulatory process and offer advice to them from time to time.
role of educators in this committee is equally important.

The

The
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government-appointed advisory committees could always cooperate with
these committees to help the regulatory process with problems
requiring speedy decisions and solutions.

Developing a Legal Framework for Control of Petroleum Products
and Related Products

The development of a legal framework for petroleum products and
other related chemical products has been debated for over a decade
with no imminent solution.

The federal government, in view of the

unintegrated nature of its environmental laws, should design a
s series of measures that ought to address the problems of pollutants
in the environment.

For example, here is a list of actions that

could help reduce its environmental problems.7
A national environmental policy decree:

The federal government

should enact a national environmental policy decree.

Its funda¬

mental objective would be the establishment of a national policy for
the environment, which would promote the general health and welfare
of the Nigerian people.

Other objectives include to enhance the

quality of the environment by all practicable means.

This may

involve the establishment of a Presidential Commission or Council on
Environmental Quality.

It would require that all federal agencies

prepare environmental impact statements for the major federal
actions that may have substantial impact on the human environment.
Statements must contain a description of probably adverse effects of
and possible alternatives to the proposed action.

The decree would

mandate the federal government's responsibility in the regulations
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and to state where and when cooperation with the state governments
is needed in such matters.
A Hydrocarbon control decree:

The decree would be designed to

regulate commerce in order to protect human health and the environ¬
ment by requiring testing of and restrictions on certain petroleum
products that are suspected to be potentially dangerous.
Furthermore, the decree may entail the establishment of
requirements for premarket notification and testing of new products.
A burden of proof of safety should be placed on the manufacturer or
distributor.

It would provide for testing of existing petroleum

\

products by industry.

It would authorize the national regulatory

institutions to prohibit the manufacture, sale, and/or disposal of
new or existing petroleum products that pose an unreasonable risk to
public health or the environment.
The clean air decree:

This is another important enactment that

is desired for the protection and enhancement of air quality in
order to promote public health and welfare.

The decree would

mandate the establishment of a national research and development
program for the prevention and control of air pollution.

It would

provide assistance to states in the federation for air pollution
monitoring programs.8
The key elements in the regulation would include providing for
air pollution planning and control grants for the air pollution
control agencies when established.

It will provide for the estab¬

lishment of air quality control program regions when established in
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the nation.

It will provide for primary national ambient air quali¬

ty standards and secondary national standards and set deadlines for
attainment.

It will provide for emission standards for industries

and national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants.

It

will also provide for the establishment of mobile source air
pollution control programs and for the prevention of significant
deterioration of air quality in areas which have clean air.
In sharing the responsibilities of this legislation, it would
require that states submit state implementation plans to the
national regulatory institution for approval.

The plans would out¬

line the states' strategy for emission sources located within it to
meet standards.

The states must comply with the federal air quality

standards, but may additionally impose stricter standards if need
be.

The federal regulatory institution must be prepared to act if

any of the states fail to comply with either the states' implementa¬
tion plan process or the federal guidelines.
Clean water decree:

This is also an important regulation to

restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integ¬
rity of the nation's waters.

Its objective would be to strive for

water quality suitable for protection and propagation of aquatic
life and to provide for water recreation.

It would also strive to

achieve the ultimate goal of eliminating the discharge of pollutants
* «

(zero discharge) .9

Responsibilities should be such that the federal effluent
guidelines be applied and, if insufficient, states must establish
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further water quality standards which would designate specific uses
(water quality criteria).

States should have the ultimate adminis¬

trative and enforcement responsibility.

Individual states must

designate their control agency, the water quality monitoring program
to be implemented, and a schedule of compliance with the decree.
Finally, the states should be responsible for the control of
pollution from non-point sources.
Safe drinking water decree:

The decree should be designed to

protect the quality of all sources of drinking water - surface
water, wells, and aquifers.

It should establish primary (enforce¬

able) and secondary (advisory) national drinking water regulations
based on maximum contaminant levels of specific pollutants.

It

should establish regulations for underground injection control
programs.

It should provide for the designation and protection of

aquifers which are solely the only source for the community.

This

is particularly important in the present era of bore hole water
systems.

It should establish a federal program designed to

encourage states to protect well head areas around public water
supplies.

It should establish a new federal participation pro¬

hibition on the use of lead in any pipe, solder, or flux used for
installing or repairing plumbing in public water systems.10
An important responsibility for the states under this decree
would be to comply with the minimum primary standards, and thus be
able to acquire the primary enforcement responsibility.

In states

that fail to comply, the federal regulatory institution must
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establish and enforce the drinking water programs.

The states, in

conjunction with local government authorities, must submit an
application to the federal regulatory institution in Lagos if they
want to have an area designated as a "critical aquifer protection
area." The application must include a comprehensive management plan
for the proposed protection side.
Environmental research, development, and demonstration decree:
The decree should be designed to provide financial support for
research programs in air, water quality, drinking water, solid
wastes, pesticides, radiation, toxic substances, interdisciplinary
activities, and energy, and for program support.

The federal

regulatory institution may conduct research or make grants or
contracts for the purpose of assisting the regulatory institution in
performing its regulatory functions.11
The above regulatory framework should be comprehensive and able
to offer protection to the environment and public health safety.
The regulation would above all offer protection of the environment
and public health safety from cradle to grave (from initial
processing of products to disposal of wastes).
The establishment of a national toxicological laboratory to be
financed by the federal government will go a long way to help
establish fully a program of risk assessment of petroleum products
•

and its related derivatives.

Developing several of such centers

around the nation would be a prudent initiative.

Its primary

purpose would be to meet the needs of all risk assessments of the
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Nigerian administrative regulatory process.

This program should be

able to generate information needed for the regulatory decision¬
making processes.

The centers can be expanded to include product

testing for gatekeeper agencies supported by fees charged to the
manufacturers of not only petroleum products but other chemical
products as well.12
A final part of the reorganization effort of the Nigerian
regulatory process will involve the exploration of the use of other
less environment-polluting feedstocks for the cracking of crude
petroleum and for the production of petrochemical products; in other
\

words, a petroleum substitute.

For example, in 1980, the Nigerian

government embarked on the liquefaction program of its natural gas,
and the development of the petrochemical industry using petroleum
feedstocks.

A driving force for the creation of this program, which

received an enormous public support, was the disappointment forced
the government to reconsider other viable energy alternatives and a
diversification of its economy.
The liquefaction of its natural gas and the development of the
petrochemical industry were parts of a federal government plan to
diversity the national economy.

The fact was that the petroleum

economy had been excessively groomed at the expense of the
agricultural economy.

Other important considerations included the

facts of insufficiency of the Nigerian oil reserves, which experts
estimate will last for only twenty-five years; a re-evaluation of
Nigeria’s membership in OPEC; since it is known that membership
constrained output and thus revenue; and finally a high absorptive
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capacity of its petroleum-generated revenues because of the large
population size of Nigeria which demands considerable capital
investment in the most basic infrastructure: roads, buildings, and
education to mention but a few.13
In 1984, the Nigerian government encouraged indigenous involve¬
ment in agricultural production and in the program of liquefaction
of natural gas.

These programs were expected to have a considerable

effect in social welfare of the people.

The fact is that the agri¬

cultural program needs to be reviewed again as an alternative to the
petroleum feedstocks in the production of plastics.

More speci¬

fically, cornfield research is one of the most promising programs,
not only in terms of pollution reduction, but also as a cheap
petroleum feedstock substitute.

The advantage14 of cornfield

research and other cereal substitutes is that it could signal the
start of an important economic transition for Nigeria's agriculture,
reduce its dependence on petroleum feedstocks, shrink garbage piles
and reduce pollution.

And pollution reduction is the fundamental

objective of any regulatory institution.
Distinguished scientists and lawmakers can seize upon corn as a
pioneer in this effort because it is plentiful, the least expensive
and the most versatile of all field crops.

Science believes that

virtually anything that can be made from the molecular ribbons of
•

4

carbon and hydrogen that form petroleum can also be manufactured
from corn starch, which consists of long chains of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen atoms.
starch.13

A typical corn kernel is known to contain 70%
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In addition to corn research, other valuable sources include
cassava, of which Nigeria is one of the highest producers in the
world, sugar cane, cocoyam, potatoes, and other sources of cellulose
materials.

To support this trend of research, a literature review

was undertaken.
J. L. Kuester16 of Arizona State University, U.S.A., carried
out a study on the pyrolysis of Biomass and was able to produce
olefins in the process of 39% mol.

Jon Donovan17 of the Pacific

Northwest Laboratory in Washington, U.S.A., carried out a
liquefaction of cellulose products to oil by direct thermochemical
aqueous phase liquefaction.

The distillation of the cellulose-

derived oil contained significant amounts of kerosene and petroleum
related derivatives.

In the same year, Herbert Kostrin, through

fast pyrolysis studies, was able to predict the yield of liquid
fuels from biomass products.18

Michael Price, of Standard Oil

Company, U.S.A., also carried out studies analogous to that of
Kostrin and produced hydrocarbon products from plants.19

Edward

Nolan,20 in a dissertation study, conducted a conclusive experiment
in the transformation of glucose derivatives into fuels and
chemicals from biomass products.

The literature on the use of

cornfield research as a petroleum substitute is almost endless.
There is, therefore, an abundance of evidence of the enormous
potential of cornfield research as an alternative energy source.
Other sources for the production of plastics involve the
laboratory transformation of fructose through hydrolysis to produce
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levulinic acid, which is a precursor agent to plastic products.
Corn husks can also be hydrolyzed to furfuryl alcohols21 which can
be transformed to plastics.

These procedures demonstrate the

enormous potential in hydrocarbon research via cereal products.

The

Nigerian government, with the abundance of cereal products in the
country and with distinguished scientists and engineers in the
institutions of higher education in the country, can benefit
enormously from this program if adopted.

The Regulatory Process:

A Role Analysis of Higher Education

The role of higher education in the regulatory processes has
gained increased importance over the years.

The justification for

the intervention of higher education can be traced back to the
traditional role of education and its emergence within the context
of progressive era of social regulations.

Early educators' and

reformers' activities have always revolved around social change and
the need to influence societal attitudes that may be consistent with
society's collective aspirations and existence.

That legacy is

applicable today even more so in the education of the people in
making substantive adjustments with legislation.

The present era s

use of legislation to accomplish substantive policy goals represents
a radical departure from the traditional reliance on native law and
customs to the use of legal formalism as a basis for decision
making, particularly in the developing nations.

Educators,

therefore, play a significant role in facilitating societal
transitions to the present use of formal regulations.
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Over the years, higher educational institutions have served the
society not only on legislation but also in many other ways.

For

example, the higher educational institutions can render advisory or
consultant services.
or problem situations.

This is to lend expertise to current concerns
Collaboration with the government, regula¬

tory institutions, or industry may be on an individual basis or with
entire institutions.

Arrangements may vary depending on the nature

of the mutual agreements on programs, timing, and finance.

Higher

education may provide inservice training programs to extend the
benefits of higher education facilities and know-how to workers from
all sectors of life who may profit from added training and/or
continuing education.

Higher education may pursue "diffusion"

service, which, once done, can have radiating and long-term impacts
on other institutions such as may involve the regulatory process.
Transfusion, infusion, and diffusion are various methods of services
that higher educational institutions can render to the communities
through their professors or students, departments, colleges, or by
the administrators of the institution.

Higher educational institu¬

tions in this study serve in their "being" as well as in their
doing.

Self-service and societal service of higher education

becomes a continuous process.
A most significant impact of higher education in the most
recent times in the regulatory processes has been in its involvement
with the assessment and evaluation of chemical or petroleum
products.
humans.

Most chemical products are potentially toxic or fatal to
As a result, their assessment and evaluation become crucial
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in the attempt to provide a healthy and danger-free environment
while practicing safely new technologies and their products.

In

order to provide an environment free from the dangers posed by these
products, information characterizing the behavior of these products
becomes important to the regulatory decision-making process.

Most

of the time, higher educational institutions carry out studies of
the behavioral characterizations of these products and quite often
the information is provided to the regulatory processes to improve
their decision-making processes.
The dominant theme that often emerges from a study of risk
assessment in the regulatory processes is that of uncertainty.

All

predictions about the future involve uncertainties, but for the
health and environmental risk assessments the uncertainties are com¬
pounded by society's ignorance of many of the fundamental mechanisms
through which technologies and their byproducts cause harm.

The

uncertainties that becloud many attempts to assess health and
environmental risks are so substantial as to threaten the viability
of quantitative risk assessment as a decision-making tool.22
By most definitions, risk is a function of two variables probability and consequences.23 For example, if there is a one in
ten chance, as I drive down the road during the next year, that I
will have a collision that causes $1 thousand worth of damage to my
automobile, the risk to my wallet is

SI

hundred.

All things being

equal, I should be willing to spend $95.00 per year for automobile
insurance that protects me from all losses.

In assessing health and
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environmental risks, uncertainties arise concerning both of these
elements of risk.
The quality of the information underlying a risk assessment is
probably the most important determinant of its value to the regula¬
tory decision-making process.

Information on risks can come from

various sources, depending upon the kind of risks being assessed and
the nature of the regulatory process.
divided into three broad categories:

Risk information24 can be
(A) information on the normal

risks posed by a product or technology as it is properly used or
operated;

(B) information on abnormal risks due to human error or

negligent misuse of the product or technology; and (C) information
on abnormal risks due to intentional malfeasance where a byproduct
or technology is merely a tool in the hands of a malevolent indi¬
vidual intent upon causing harm.

While the former category of

information has dominated past risk assessments, particularly in the
West, society has increasingly placed the burden of producing and
evaluating information in the latter two categories on corporations
and agencies, even though a corporation may not in a legal sense be
at fault when its products or technology are negligently misused or
abused by a criminal.

In higher educational institutions, informa¬

tion such as the former may be gathered through scholarly works
whereby doctoral candidates are provided diplomas for providing the
information in the literature through research.

How these

informations are translated to public policy by the regulatory
institution becomes a fundamental regulatory bureaucratic question.
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At the completion of the process of acquisition of the
pertinent information on the behavioral profiles of the products,
the information is passed to the public through public risk educa¬
tion.

The methodology of passing that information to the public is

very important.

Higher educational institutions could create public

education programs to pass on that information to make it stick in
the public consciousness,

methods of community education could

involve presenting potential listing of activities to the general
public through the newspaper, radio, TV, and mailed brochures and
where enough interest is stimulated, the activity becomes a part of
the general program.
Higher education plays a role in reforming regulatory risk
assessment programs.

The ordinary citizen in Nigeria, as elsewhere,

does not place much trust in the regulatory agencies to make wise
decisions concerning risks.

Regulatory decisions are not always

based upon valid data drawn from well-conducted studies.

Sometimes

it's difficult to tell if an expert's interpretations and inferences
are based upon sound scientific understanding or ideology and public
policy preferences; not can it be sure that the regulatory agency
has resolved such questions of risk assessment and safety in
accordance with sound public policy articulated in a democratic
setting rather than behind closed doors in a "decision conference'
from which some interests are excluded.

In Nigeria, it is not known

the extent to which final output of a risk assessment depends upon
scientific fact and the extent to which it depends upon the Nigerian
regulatory policy answers.

These fundamental questions suggest room
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for reform of the risk assessment picture in the Nigerian regulatory
process.23
Understanding these problems present in the risk assessments,
the question is what role can higher education play in ensuring the
integrity of scientific studies that are pertinent to the risk
assessment programs?

The faculties of higher educational institu¬

tions in Nigeria contain many highly credentialed scientists and
engineers with expertise in evaluating the validity of scientific
studies, and they can be retained on a consultancy basis or on
voluntary basis with the Nigerian regulatory agency.

The faculties

of these institutions can be expected to be extremely critical and
to have an imperfect appreciation of the difficulties often encoun¬
tered in some data gathering efforts.

A good study can be improved

upon and a brand new study can reduce further uncertainties often
associated with risky products.

The Nigerian regulatory agency can

call upon the higher educational institutions as a source of scien¬
tific expertise, but should recognize the fact that the advice may
be that further study is desirable and to be prepared to reject that
advice if policy considerations call for action.26
Another fundamental question is: should higher education become
a source of health and environmental information?

Higher education

institutions are of course an abundant source of information about
the effects of products, byproducts and technologies on society, and
should provide a constant flow of information to the regulatory
process.

It is important to note that a higher educational

institution is not an appropriate unit for providing the routine
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information required for a regulatory agency's day-to-day decisions.
For example, the proposed national laboratories solution in this
thesis should not be housed in the nation's higher educational
institutions.

The kinds of studies that must be routinely performed

to assess the risks of products, byproducts and technologies are not
the materials of basic scientific and engineering research.

Higher

education can provide the appropriate protocols for such studies and
can suggest possible additional data that should be required.
Possible reforms would be to create an elite corps of
"certified public scientists" who would be licensed and overseen by
a separate government agency and whose income would not depend upon
the answers that they will provide to interpretational and
inferential questions on risk assessments.

Another solution would

be for the agency to select esteemed scientists and engineers from
academia for advisory committees to review the efforts of agency
experts and offer advice to them.27
Furthermore, in terms of the role of higher education in the
risk assessment programs, the research arm of higher education can
perform a valuable function in a less direct way than participating
in the actual decision-making process of the regulatory institution.
Higher education scientists and engineers can observe carefully the
technical component of the regulatory risk assessment program and
a

a

carry out a dialogue in the national scientific journals.

Such

dialogues can contribute to the public understanding of the issues
and it could help to open debates and consensus building among
technical experts in the country.

As a matter of fact, it might be
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most prudent for some of the national scientific journals to set
aside a portion of every issue for a dialogue on a current question
of science/policy.

In addition to providing a public forum for the

Nigerian regulatory institution and various interest groups, it
could encourage the active participation of disinterested scientists
from academia who might not otherwise contribute to the dialogue.
It might also have the beneficial result of isolating extreme views
that are inclined to acquire more credibility in a relatively closed
debate.
And lastly, an important role of higher education could lie in
its ability to offer courses that discuss and explain risk
assessments.

Risk assessment ideas could play a public educational

role if they were introduced into the undergraduate curricula in
environmental studies programs, political science, and even
chemistry and physics.

The most appropriate place to teach the

importance of understanding the concept of risk assessment is in the
federal colleges of education in Nigeria, or in education courses in
the traditional universities.

These places would serve as an

appropriate forum to transmit skills and concepts of risk assessment
to the next generation of secondary school students.

The nature of

health and environmental risks is an important public policy
question and its importance will increasingly gain significance in
the Nigerian regulatory process in the years ahead.
Providing better risk education to the general public will make
the public much better prepared to participate in the science/policy
decision making that might go on in the Nigerian regulatory process.
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Since many of the fundamental questions that arise in the risk
assessment processes often are policy dominated, informed public
input can offset the tendency of experts to monopolize the risk
assessment process and debate.
The community of higher education scholars can be a potential
resource in the education of the community itself.

Most of the

various roles which can be identified may involve some degree of
intuition, implicit and explicit risk and benefit assessments.

The

community of scholars has a role to play in shaping public
perception of risks simply by virtue of being informed, privileged,
educated class and respectable members of the community.

In this

capacity, higher education is torn between the role of "keeper of
the culture" which would include whatever mythology of risk
perception that is held in the public consciousness, that is
fundamentally cultural, against the role of higher education as a
seeker of truth and knowledge.

Such a role would produce demands of

health skepticisms about any generally accepted mythology by that
culture.28

In other words, there may be a dramatic influence on the

uneducated lot and the tendency to reject exaggerated perceptions of
risks with substantial increases in the level of education of risks
in the community.
Higher education has a role to play in community education
about regulations and the regulatory process.

Most peasants in

Nigeria understand the impact of risks when these are explained to
them.

The next question in line from these peasants would be as to

what they might do when these risks are perceived or observed.

As a
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result, higher education can start activities that may involve the
education of the community by well-orchestrated higher education
sponsored programs about the administrative structure of the
regulatory process, the decision hierarchy, jurisdiction, and policy
statements.

Other kinds of programs might entail getting the

community or special interest groups acquainted with the regulatory
agency staff, sharing views with agency individuals who have expert
knowledge in the pertinent substantive areas; and researching the
agency's position to predict potential decisions as well as to
identify interest groups that seem to dominate the agency decision¬
making process.29
An important criterion in controlling the effectiveness of
community education is the proposition that higher educational
institutions must cooperate with the Nigerian administrative
regulatory process to promote an educated community.

To deny the

necessity of cooperation for the growth of community education is to
deny the feasibility of community education.

This is because it

seems logical that cooperation between the regulatory institution
and higher education could serve as a prerequisite to the solution
of the environmental problems created by economic behaviors.
This kind of cooperation could lead or stimulate intellectual
growth and exchange and in the cultivation of knowledge. This could
even be fostered more by the making of explicit conditional
boundaries between higher education and the administrative
regulatory process to permit a meaningful dialogue in the attempt to
solve the dilemmas brought about by environmental problems.
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Nigeria's regulatory process will certainly grow with a
possible proliferation of special interest groups.

One of the

obvious difficulties that will inevitably result from the special
interest group pluralism would be the cutting from public scrutiny
of the administrative decision-making process.

Glen Robinson cites

four primary obstacles to public participation in the regulatory
process thus:
(1) The administrative regulatory process is often
vulnerable to influential special interest groups they
are supposed to regulate, (2) There is often too much
distance from agencies and the public they are designed
to protect, and as a result agencies grown insufficiently
accountable to the public, (3) Agency decisions are
frequently divorced from the interests of those most
directly affected by the decisions and (4) Limited access
to agency information potentially separates the public
from policy decision.30

The role of educators in such a regulatory process would be one of
an interventionist role to bring the underrepresented into the fold
of the regulatory decision-making process.

To create access to

agency informations for the underrepresented through counseling
programs, to educate the underrepresented as to what rights they can
assert to maximize their benefits in the regulatory process, and to
mediate between the regulatory officials and the underrepresented
interests are the basic roles educators can play to improve a
regulatory process that has the difficulties of reaching out to all
special interest groups, particularly the underrepresented.

The

government can make financial provisions to make such a program more
effective.
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Educators could also intervene in the regulatory process for
countering some of the regulatory laws' functional limitations on
behalf of the underrepresented masses.

The objective of the

interventionist role of educators would be to help correct defects
in the operation of the law in any particular area.

A fundamental

role of the regulatory process relates to problem solving in the
administrative law.

That basic function could be undermined if the

solutions of the problems are drawn too narrowly or are based on an
equally inadequate conception of law's function in any particular
instance.

Educators have a role to correct this dysfunctioning of

laws in the regulatory process.
However, strategies to correct this dysfunctioning of laws in
the regulatory process must recognize the dual role of the
government.

The strategy must be developed with the recognition of

the fact that the government is a political actor and so assumes the
responsibility for deciding what ends are to be pursued and what
resources it is prepared to commit in dealing with the problems.
And secondly, it is to recognize that the government is also a legal
actor and so must move to establish the agencies' mechanisms by
which public ends will be furthered.

This dual role of the

government presents a unique challenge to the educator seeking to
reduce the dysfunctioning of law in the agency’s decision-making
apparatus. In essence, the educator acts as a mediator between the
public and the regulatory process.31
Furthermore, the expertise of professional educators can be
tapped from the higher educational institutions to augment the
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efficiency of the regulatory process.

For example, one of the most

frequently ocurring specialities in the regulatory process usually
involves the application of economics.

More specifically, it

involves the application of economics in cost-benefit analysis
programs often used in the regulatory decision-making processes.
Most decisions made using the cost-benefit analysis concepts are
quite often made on the basis of known, projected or intuitive
guesses of costs of desired benefits, the cost of desired risk
aversion and sometimes the indirect costs which would affect the
viability of productive enterprise.

Economists in the institutions

of higher education can assist the regulatory institutions in that
area of its program.
The potential of research chemists at institutions of higher
education is another asset for the regulatory institutions.

One of

the fundamental difficulties often associated with regulation is
identifying risks from the chemical or petroleum products.

The role

of analytical chemists would be to attempt to correlate (the
concentration of products to toxicity) and be able to pass on that
information to the regulatory institutions for its decision making
on regulations.
Organic chemists can also provide information about chemical
products in terms of their reactivity profile, fragmentation
patterns of the products, the sensitivity of the products to light
and the presence o£ moisture.

These results are gathered out of

model reaction studies carried out in the laboratories and they can
also be valuable to the regulatory decision making process.

Other
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fact-finding research activities could involve the study or
development of technical options for attaining a given benefit.

In

the field of energy, major efforts in science and engineering
departments can be devoted to finding and developing methods for
increased efficiencies of utilization.
Similarly, in the departments of government, law, and
philosophy, contributions to regulations can be made which would
amount to fine scale tinkering with existing regulations or
legislations.

Higher educational institutions could make

contributions to the synthesis of more basic reassessment of the
regulatory institutional roles and of the relative roles of
incentives versus the penalties, or prescriptive versus functional
regulations.

Technical departments in science and engineering can

contribute to specific technique developments and to orderly and
authoritative organization of information, and to the development of
needed data.
Other roles of educators from higher educational institutions
include taking part in the organizational development of the
administrative regulatory process.

Chruden and Sherman32 defined

organizational development as the process of initiating, creating,
and confronting needed changes so as to make it possible for the
organization to become or remain viable, to adapt to new conditions,
to solve problems, to learn from experiences and to move towards
greater organizational maturity.

The behavior of an organization is

not individualistic but collective.

The role of educators would he

to seek out the basic principles that would provide an understanding
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of the structure and dynamics of organizational life and thus be
able to provide behavior modification programs to correct any
dysfunctioning in organizational effectiveness.
Educators also can play a role in the resolution of the
dilemmas of organizational leaders of the administrative regulatory
process.

Beckhard33 classified the dilemmas of organizational

leaders into two areas:

(a) a total mobilization of the energy of

the organization's human resources toward the achievement of the
organizations performance objectives and (b) to organize the work
environment, the communication systems and the relationships of
people, so that individuals' needs for self-worth, growth, and
satisfaction are significantly met at work.
Educators can resolve these dilemmas by developing new
organizational forms for the regulatory process. It could also help
in goal-setting and planning programs of the regulatory
institutions.

Goal-setting and planning processes must be learned

and practiced, teams of independent people must spend time improving
their methods of working, decision making and communication, and
competing or conflicting groups must move toward a collaborative way
of work.
planned,

Beckhard sees organizational development efforts to be (1)
(2) organization wide,

(3) managed from the top,

(4)

designed to increase organizational effectiveness and health, and
(5) required to plan interventions in the organization's processes,
using behavioral sense knowledge.
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The programs communicated to the regulatory institution by
educators to correct these dysfunctions should be able to (a)
increase the level of trust and support among organization members,
(b) lessen the incidence of organizational problems, both within
groups and among groups in contrast to "sweeping under the rug," (c)
create an environment in which authority of assigned roles is
augmented by authority based on knowledge and skill,

(d) increase

the degree of openness of communication laterally, vertically, and
diagonally,

(e)

increase the level of personal enthusiasm and

satisfaction in the administrative organization,

(f) find

synergistic solutions to problems with greater frequency and (g)
increase the level of self and group responsibility and
implementation.
A final role of higher education would be in educating policy
makers for evaluating the programs of the administrative regulatory
process.

This program would assess the skills, knowledge,

personality traits, attitudes, abilities and perceptions that are
considered essential to the performance of present and future
administrative assignments of the regulatory process.34
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CHAPTER

VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has examined the problems associated with pollution
in the petroleum corporations and the kinds of policies often used
to reduce the pollution.

The pollution is formed in the process of

fluid catalytic cracking process in the refinery industry primarily
by the presence of contaminant transition metals such as vanadium,
iron, nickel, and copper.

Gaseous products are formed in the

process and they potentially give rise to acid rain that can
endanger the natural habitat.

Other problems associated with

pollution include the administrative behavioral problems in the
regulatory institutions.

These problems were reviewed in the

literature and the thesis sees education as a viable element of
change through cognitive and behavior modification programs.
A review of the literature on the organizational decision
making the administrative regulatory process is done in chapter II
to give an insight into the behavioral dynamics often characteristic
of the administrative process.

It focussed on decision making as

the vital part of the administrative process and also on various
other important variables.

The chapter sketched the historical

development of the administrative process and how it evolved to the
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modern concept of the administrative regulatory process.

This

development was necessitated by the rise in environmentalism which
led to a reconceptualization of the role of education as a potent
element of social change and order.

Higher education represents the

highest cultivation of skills and values and so was viewed as an
asset to the regulatory process.

Further reviews of the literature

on higher education supported its importance in the regulatory
process.
Chapter III represented discussions on the formation of the
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation and the pertinent legis¬
lation.

It focused on the dynamics of the decision-making and the

policy process, while Chapter VI focused on the regulations of
petroleum products in Nigeria and Canada.

It also discussed the

differences between the two countries.
Chapter V discussed education as a social policy in Nigeria
from 1925 until 1981.

It traced the development of higher education

since the formation of the Phelps-Stokes Commission in 1925 and
other significant commissions such as the Elliots Commission,
Asquith Commission, and the Ashby Commission.
educational organizations in Nigeria.

It discussed the

Chief among them is the

National Universities Commission.
The National Universities Commission formed in 1962 as a
department of the then Cabinet office was charged with the response
bility to coordinate, develop, and finance institutions of higher
education in Nigeria.

An important role of the commissioner's

effort is to advise the head of the federal government through the
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Minister of Education on the creation of new universities and other
degree granting institutions and to make recommendations to the
federal government and state governments or to universities relating
to higher education as the commission considers in the national
interest.
Chapter VI contains a reorganization of the Nigerian regulatory
process, with higher education a dominant factor.

A program is

designed to facilitate the mobilization of the population into the
Nigerian regulatory process.

This program contains four steps:

the

formation of an initial planning committee, the assessment of
national experience and available resources in environmental
education, the evaluation of environmental education needs and
priorities, and the establishment of a national environmental
educational planning committee.

Other significant parts of the

reorganization effort of the Nigerian regulatory process include the
introduction of cornfield research as a potential petroleum
feedstock substitute and the development of a national laboratory.
Series of legislations were also proposed as measures that could
improve the Nigerian regulatory process.
Chapter VI discusses, in addition, various roles of higher
education in the regulatory process.

Higher education plays roles

in the risk assessments of products and byproducts, in the education
of the community to assert its rights, in championing the cause of
the underrepresented interest groups in the regulatory process and
in the education of policy makers of the regulatory institution.
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Other roles of higher education include the development of
educational strategies by educators to correct possible
dysfunctioning of laws in the regulatory process and in shaping
public perception of risk simply by virtue of being informed,
educated, and respected members of the society.

Conclusion

—

In view of the problems associated with products in the
petroleum industry and the difficulty involved in the enforcement of
regulations in the developing nations, the thesis offers a program
for the change of values in Nigeria.

The program is based on the

differences found between the regulatory processes in Nigeria and
Canada.

A great difference between the Canadian and the Nigerian

regulatory processes lies in the degree of political stability
between the two countries and their systems of law.
Other findings related to the system of regulation reside in
the culture and the system of outlook of the people in that region.
Observed cultural differences appear to be due to traditional style,
social concepts, and political culture.

Furthermore, the study

tends to demonstrate that the higher educational institutions
represent a potential asset in effecting needed changes in the
system of regulation in any country, particularly more so in the
developing nations.

The theoretical value of the thesis is that it

helps to isolate the experiences and characteristics of the
regulatory processes and indicates how the higher educational
institutions can improve their operation.
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Recommendations for Further Research

This study should be followed by the development of a suitable
regulatory regime that will involve the Nigerian people, the federal
department of justice, and the regulatory institution.

In other

words, an appropriate regulatory model should be developed that will
describe the functions of each division of the regulatory
institution.
An environmental perception study of the Nigerian people should
be conducted for educational and developmental planning.

Perception

studies often offer information about sensory perceptions and
cognition of a group of people.

The results of environmental

perception can function as an important initial input in the process
of defining basic needs as well as an initiation into the process of
citizen participation in the regulatory process.
And, finally, there should be study on the impact of the
political process in Nigerian regulations.

The study will explore

previous government efforts in shaping the Nigerian laws as they
relate to regulation of petroleum and other chemical products.
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